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Executive Summary
Function of the sustainable land use (SLU) plan
This plan provides an outline and a set of actions for the sustainable management of land within Queen
Elizabeth Park (QEP). It assesses the park’s land and other natural resources and identifies their
strengths and weaknesses. Land management zones are then identified within the park. These zones
are areas of particular land capability and value and provide a means of directing land use types to the
most suitable areas. Actions that are suggested in this sustainable land use plan are designed to be
compatible with the Greater Wellington Parks Network Plan. The sustainable land use plan does not set
objectives and policies for recreational and other use, which is the function of the parks network plan.
The SLU plan addresses a range of other GWRC policies, plans and initiatives including community
outcomes, total catchment management and the Biodiversity Implementation Plan.
The objectives of this plan are:
·

Sustainable management of the park’s natural resources, in accordance with the Greater Wellington
Parks Network Plan, for the benefit of current and future generations.

·

Achieving a holistic approach to land management as part of total catchment management.

·

Providing clear and practical guidance for the park’s operational planning.

How the Plan Works
This plan consists of the following sections:
Property Resource Assessment
Provides information about resources such as land and waterways and their strengths and weaknesses.
Land Management Zones
Identifies zones within the park that best suit certain types of land use because of the combination of
land use capability, environmental and other values.
Action plan
Sets outs recommended projects to meet the objectives.
Work programme
Suggested tasks and their priority are identified. A detailed work programme is not provided in this
document however. Instead it will be compiled by land managers from the list of tasks in the action plan,
taking account of financial and other constraints. It will need to be reviewed and adjusted at least
annually as part of operational planning / budget cycles.
Relationship to the Queen Elizabeth Park Farming Review
A review of farming in the ongoing management of QEP was undertaken in 2012. This review included
consideration of actions under the Sustainable Land Use Plan and their implications for recreation and
financial / asset management. The review also included consultation with stakeholders to obtain input
on farming as an ongoing land use at QEP and feedback on the key action areas put forward under the
Draft Sustainable Land Use Plan. The review provides additional examination of the financial
implications of the Sustainable Land Use Plan and also identifies a high level of support for the key
actions suggested. The Review forms a companion document to this Sustainable Land Use Plan.
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Park Resources
Queen Elizabeth Park is located on the Kapiti coast between Paekakariki and Raumati townships. It is
approximately 640 hectares in size and comprises an extensive beach frontage, rolling coastal and
inland dune systems and an area of wetlands that extend toward the Tararua foothills.
Geology & Soils
The park is made up of more recently formed dune systems with much older gravel fans and
sedimentary deposits from an earlier glacial period. Erosion from the Tararua ranges gave rise to the
extensive gravel fans along this coastline. ‘Te Ramoroa fan’, which is situated near Mackay’s crossing, is
a visible example of this feature within the park.
Around 6000 years ago the sea retreated from significantly higher early levels. As it did sand was
thrown up in stages to form the coastal dune system. This gave rise to the longest dune system in New
Zealand, which stretched from the Kapiti coast north to Whanganui. Dunes around the Whareroa stream
are a rare and representative examples of this system as they have seen relatively little modification.
Formation of the dunes impeded water movement and wetlands formed behind them. This gave rise to
the peat-lands within the park. One further geological feature (although it lies just outside the park
boundary) is the abandoned sea cliff at Mackay’s crossing.
Soils in the park have formed on a coastal sand-scape. Those nearest the coast are fragile and prone to
erosion while those inland are more robust and better able to support a range of uses. On the coastal
dunes the soils are thin, have poor water retention and are very prone to wind erosion. Inland dune soils
have higher organic material but are also prone to wind erosion and drought. Peat-land soils throughout
the wetland and inland areas have low erosion potential and are more versatile. They were extensively
drained and utilised for pasture growth throughout the first half of last century.
Land Use Capability
Land use capability (LUC) mapping was undertaken. This built on and refined earlier LUC mapping of
the park. The largest portion, around 60% of the grazed area is in productive and less productive flats.
The majority of the remaining area is in productive dune ridges (34%). The productive flats include high
quality horticultural soils. This area of the park makes up 15% of the grazed area but is likely to provide
well over 20% of its pasture production.
Waterways
Two streams pass through the park each originating in the steep hill country to the east. They differ with
respect to level of modification, flow volume, terrain, vegetation and water quality. Both drain into the sea
within the park boundaries and so are important migratory passages for fish. The Wainui stream in the
south has suffered less modification and provides good freshwater habitat. The Whareroa stream in the
north has seen significant modification as it draws from pastoral areas. In these areas wetlands have
been drained, native vegetation removed. It has lower habitat values but restoration work including stock
exclusion, sustainable farming practices and riparian planting is enhancing these.
Flora, Fauna – Biodiversity
Coastal and wetland ecosystems have been highly modified and degraded throughout New Zealand,
and the Kapiti coast is no exception. The Foxton Ecological District, of which Queen Elizabeth Park is a
part, comprised an estimated 2000 ha of flax swamp, lakes and swamp forest. Only a small proportion of
these now remain along the coastline from Kapiti to Foxton. The regenerating remnants of swamp forest
communities, coastal dune shrub lands and wetland systems in the park, therefore, represent rare and
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highly threatened ecosystems. Many plant species that would have resided within the park are no longer
present and have to be eco-sourced as part of restoration initiatives.
With the loss of habitat and the introduction of predators many of the naturally occurring birds (and
possibly lizards and invertebrates) became locally extinct. The park continues to support a reduced
range of New Zealand birds. Bird surveys, started in 2002, have recorded an increasing number of
different species over this time, which might in part reflect the pest control work and restoration efforts.
The Wainui and Whareroa streams are important migratory passages, for a range of fish species that
live in the park. Giant kokopu and long finned eel communities are present in the Wainui stream. Both
species have a threat classification of ‘gradual decline’ on the New Zealand threat classification system.
The stream mouth of the Whareroa stream passes through an area of native vegetation and provides
good spawning ground for inanga. This fishery is in decline across the Wellington region.
There are eleven species of lizard in the Wellington region and a wide range of invertebrates. While no
official recordings of lizards and invertebrates have been made in the park many of the more common
species are thought to live there.
Cultural and historic values
The area within the park has significant historic importance for both Maori and European populations.
The Kapiti coast was occupied by Maori from early in the 19th century. From this period right through to
the 1880’s there is well recorded use of the area; much of it centering on the villages of Wainui and
Whareroa. Mana whenua over this area has been claimed by a number of different iwi and hapu as a
result of migrations and wars. As a result of this history the dunes, within the park, are a rich source of
archaeological evidence.
The use of Wainui and Whareroa villages declined, until they were abandoned toward the end of the
1880’s. From the 1860’s the land within the park was increasingly used for pasture as a number of
stations were established in and around the area.
In 1942 the area around Mackay’s crossing and the southern entrance to the park at Paekakariki was
utilised as a U.S. marine encampment. The encampment lasted little more than a year but had a
significant impact on the local environment. Not long after the marines departure the idea of forming a
regional park was mooted and work began in the 1950’s to expand the area and develop it as a
recreational asset.
Landscape
Queen Elizabeth Park has significant landscape values. Open beaches give rise to undeveloped coastal
dunes which in turn fall away into wetland areas and open pasture. There is an unimpeded view from the
dunes right through to the coastal foothills in the east and Kapiti Island in the north and west.
Biosecurity – plant & animal pests
Dune ecosystems are very fragile and susceptible to grazing (stock and pest animals) and invasion by
weeds. A weed survey of the park in 2001 identified 39 pest species and their containment and removal
was prioritised. This has been successful in largely removing certain species, such as boneseed, from
the dunes and in controlling some of the more entrenched inland species. Possums, hares and rabbits
cause a great deal of damage to regenerating and newly planted habitat and so ongoing control of these
animals occurs. Possum numbers are now at low levels in most areas.
Recreation
The park is the most popular of all the regional parks with very high seasonal visitor numbers. In 2008
there were in the region of 240,000 visits per year. This is due to the park’s accessibility, gentle
topography, beach access and mild climate. Over its history Queen Elizabeth Park has hosted a motor
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camp and two bowling greens among other things. The tramways, which were established in 1964,
continue to be popular.
Recreation is now managed within various zones. Depending on the area, activities commonly
undertaken are swimming, picnicking, walking, running, mountain-biking, orienteering and horse riding.
The park also offers a wide range of educational opportunities including geology, history of human
settlement and forest and stream ecology.
Grazing & farm resources
Approximately 440 hectares of the park is grazed. The main lease area north of Whareroa Road is
grazed by cattle, as is a smaller area south of Whareroa Road. A number of other areas in the park are
grazed by horses. A central set of cattle yards is present with truck access from State Highway One..
External Infrastructure
These include overhead electric cables, gas pipelines, easements and local roads. The most significant
utility is State Highway 1 and the main trunk railway line on the eastern boundary. This impacts
ecological processes, connectivity and recreational access to Whareroa farm. The planned Kapiti
Expressway and Transmission Gully Motorway will have further possible impacts depending on the final
route chosen.

Management Zones
Management zones are identified based on the underlying pattern of resources across the park and their
suitability for different uses. A description of the zones, their location,characteristics and best use are
set out in the table below.
Zone
Wetland
framework

Location
· The Whareroa
and Wainui
Streams along
with major drains
and wetlands
within the park.

Biodiversity
core

·

·

Flat land
agriculture

High
production
agriculture

·

·

Wetland remnant
at the north end
of the park
Coastal swamp
forest remnant
and existing
wetland
restoration areas
at Mackays
Crossing
Mid northern
inland flats north
of Lynch’s
crossing
Inland flats
between
MacKay’s
crossing and

Features
· Low altitude non urbanised
waterways
· High current and potential
values for native fish species
· Linked wet peat areas
identifying the past pattern of
wetlands

·

·

·

·

·
·
·

·

Rare and regionally important
remnants of once widespread
native ecosystems.
Work to further buffer and
enhance these areas is
underway
Nationally rare species

Peat dominated soils but
mainly better drained sandy
peat and silty peat.
Some areas levelled
Moderate productivity
Includes areas of high quality
alluvial silt loam as well as
sandy peat
High productivity
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Best use / development
· Protect and enhance existing
native riparian vegetation.
· Restore network of large wetland
areas within northern flat farm
landscape
· Develop network of recreational
trails following fenced riparian and
wetland areas that are separated
from farming operations
· Protect and enhance these very
important biodiversity remnants.

·
·

Agricultural use
Potential for additional
improvement and occasional
cropping

·
·

Agricultural use of major areas
Potential regular cropping on best
areas if well managed
Horticultural/market gardening

·
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Zone

Location
Lynch’s
crossing.

Main events
& facilities

·

Duneland
grazing

Extensive
grazing
recreation

·

·

Features
· Some areas at southern end
are part of a matrix with wetter
areas and springs

Flat areas
around
MacKay’s
Crossing

·

Rolling inland
dunes between
Mackay’s
crossing and
Raumati.

·
·
·

Steeper
southern inland
dunes close to
Paekakariki

·

·
·

·

·
·

Soils highly modified during
construction of WW2 marines
camp.
Low to moderate productivity
Site of visitor attractions and
horse events area
Stable unless heavilystocked.
Moderate fertility
Dry areas not prone to
“pugging” by stock in winter
Very little woody vegetation
More recent and less stable
dunesLower fertility, lower
stock carrying capacity
Prone to “blow outs” with
heavy grazing
Major gorse infestation over a
large part of the area.

·
Dune
protection

·

Exposed coastal
dunes running
the length of the
Park

·

·

·
Edge
integration

·

Eastern edge of
park bordering
state highway
one

·
·
·

Best use / development
potential on best areas
· Potential improvement through
management of drainage,
possible levelling in some areas
and well managed summer
irrigation
· Continue intensive public use for
events and facilities
· These uses are a good match
with the modified and relatively
low fertility soils.

Maintain well managed grazing as
major use.
Integrate carefully located small
groves of native vegetation for
shelter, shade and biodiversity
benefits
Recreational open space
Maintain light grazing and weed
control to clear areas and
maintain open space
Consider managing some smaller
areas to prevent blow outs and
enhance associated ecosystems
Contain major gorse infestation
and gradually convert to low
native forest
Ongoing protection and low
impact recreational use
Ongoing weed control and
enhancement of native
vegetation.

·
·

·
·

·

·
Recent dunes with major
limitations to any productive
use
Already retired and
regenerating into native
coastal species
Main recreational pathway
between north and south.
Main view of park for passing
motorists
Likely expansion of roadway
along this edge
A range of road edge plantings
present

·
·

Planting and other management
to integrate the edge of the
roadway with the park
Provide viewshafts into the park
from the roadway
Provide well planned planting and
management of existing
vegetation to screen the
motorway from park users
Natural structures, e.g. berms, to
manage roadway runoff
Landfill soils suitable for access
point and more intensive
recreational use
Development of a northern
entrance.
Restoration of central wet area
incorporated within this zone

·

·
·

·
Northern
events &
facilities

·

Area of landfill
adjacent to
Poplar Avenue

·

·
·
·
Southern

·

Paekakariki main

·

Landfill has created significant
area of modified soils that are
raised, providing drainage, but
poor fertility.
Easy access from Poplar
Avenue
Pony club use of adjacent
areas
Gorse covered wet peat soils
in centre of area
Predominantly recent dune
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Zone
events &
facilities

Location
entrance and
motorcamp area

Features
soils that are a continuation of
the dune protection zone.
· Contains existing roads,
facilities and motorcamp
· Small area of higher fertility
soil between the end of Tilley
Road and Wainui Stream.
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facilities and low impact events
taking account of more erodible
soils of recent dunes.Possible
local community use of small area
of higher fertility soils as a
community garden.
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Action Plan Summary
The range of actions identified under this plan are set out in the full action plan in Section 4. A map
actions areas is provided in Appendix 14. A table of prioritised actions is also provided in Appendix 14.
Some of the key action areas are set out below.

Waterway / wetland framework
Action Area

Description
· Fencing to exclude stock from remaining unfenced
drains etc within network of main streams and drains.
· Planting and management to provided linked
freshwater habitat for native fish and habitat corridors
for birds
· Provides restored habitat link from sea to Whareroa
Farm.

Riparian
restoration

Unfenced waterway with stock access and weed growth

Action Area

Wetland
restoration

Description
Weed control and fencing of
selected low lying peat areas
followed by planting and seeding
· Providing restored wetland habitat
linked to waterway areas and
recreational pathways

Low lying northern peat area infested with gorse

A G R I C U L T U R E

R1-R11

Would include
· Fencing, where necessary
· Weed control
· Planting / seeding
· Maintenance

Where?
WR1 –
WR9

Northern wetland shows potential opportunity for restoration of peat areas
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Action Area

Integrated
walkway
/cycleway

Description
· Provision of an access track along waterways
and wetland edges
· Providing connected recreational access as
well as access for machinery controlling weed
growth in waterways prior to forest canopy
closure.

Would include
· Formation
· Maintenance

Where?
WR1,
WR2,
R1,R2,
WR3, R4,
WR7, R8,
RP2

Unfenced waterway without access

Possible range integrated access track as part of riparian planting

Patch restoration on stable dunes
Action Area

Patch restoration
on stable dunes

Description
· Restoration of patches of native forest cover
within the farmed inland dune area.
· Providing shelter and shade for stock and
recreational users, enhanced landscape values
and important biodiversity stepping stones.

Would include
· Mapping out of most
effective areas re
fencing, shelter and
shade, landscape,
minimising impact on
agricultural production
etc
· Fencing
· Planting
· Maintenance

Existing remnant kanuka stands in northern grazed area could be fenced and restored as pockets of native vegetation within the farm.
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Where?
SDA

Managed regeneration of southern gorse areas
Action Area

Managed
regeneration
south

of

eastern

areas

Description
· Management of lower fertility, less stable
southern dune area to regenerate it into native
inland dune forest with kanuka and other early
colonisers.
· Provides greater recreational opportunity with
less gorse in hilly and vegetated setting for
activities such as mountain biking, walking etc
· Increases biodiversity, wildlife habitat etc

Would include
· Weed control
· Some mechanical
clearance
· Planting / seeding
· Maintenance

Where?
RP5,
MRP1,
MRP2

Low fertility southern dune area with heavy gorse infestation. Could be managed to regenerate to native vegetation

Dune protection
Action Area

Protection
Restoration

/
of

coastal dunes

Description
· Continuation of management of exposed
coastal dunes to retain and enhance native
vegetation cover.
· Ongoing provision of important low impact
recreational opportunity and biodiversity values

Would include
· Weed control
· Restoration planting,
seeding
· Maintenance

Recent coastal dunes. Ongoing management to retain and enhance native vegetation cover.
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Where?
Dune
Protection

Maintain and improve core biodiversity areas,
Action Area

Protection

and

enhancement of
core biodiversity

Description
· Key areas include the kahikatea remnant and
the northern wetland.
· Continue to implement existing restoration
plans including weed and pest animal control

areas

Kahikatea remnant

Would include
· Weed control
· Pest animal control
· Restoration planting,
seeding
· Maintenance

Where?
CF1,
CW1,
RP1, RP4

Northern wetland

Recreational access ways through northern farmland
Action Area

Recreational
access

ways

through northern
farmland

Description
· Establish walkway(s) cycleway(s) through the
northern farm area to provide easy and
practical recreational access while allowing
practical continuation of farm management
operations
· Primary focus on linked walking / cycling
access along wetland framework, separated
from farming operations.

Would include
· Planning best access
ways and management
of any conflict with
farming
· Formation
· Fencing, where
necessary

Recreational access through the northern farmed area could be enhanced
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Where?
SDA

Allow some cropping on better quality soils in northern farm area.
Action Area

Alternative
approaches
utilising

to
high

quality soils

Description
· Allow rotations of crops on areas of better
quality soils
· Best areas could include occasional vegetable
crops
· Stock fodder crops could be grown in other
good areas
· Would provide greater flexibility in farm
management, landscape variety and
recreational interest.

Would include
· Occasional cropping
operations
· Some initial cultivation
and levelling in some
areas
· Minimum or no till
cultivation techniques
could be used

Possible introduction of some areas of stock fodder and vegetable etc crops
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Where?
HA, OC
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1. Introduction
In order to identify the overarching objectives of sustainable land use in Queen Elizabeth Park it is
necessary to consider the wider council / community policy background.

1.1. Policy background
Sustainable land use planning in Queen Elizabeth Park provides a means of implementing a range
of council policies and initiatives.
Community outcomes
The Greater Wellington Long Term Council Community Plan (LTCCP) identifies the desired
community outcomes for the region. Three key outcomes relate to sustainable land management
within QEP. These are “Quality Lifestyle”, “Sense of Place” and “Healthy Environment”.Of
particular relevance is Healthy Environment whichincludes the provisions for
· Clean water, fresh air and healthy soils
· Well-functioning and diverse ecosystems that support the community’s needs
· Efficient use of resources
· Minimal waste and pollution.
Total catchment management
Greater Wellington Regional Council is moving to adopt a Total Catchment Management (TCM)
approach to improving management of the region’s natural resources. Total Catchment
Management is defined as a “holistic approach to sustainable resource management, based on
catchments, instead of a piecemeal approach that artificially separates land management from air
and water management” (report to Council 08.377, May 2009). Queen Elizabeth Park’s
sustainable land use plan contributes to TCM by providing a sound basis for managing the
catchments of the Wainui and Whareroa streams which fall partly outside the park, but impact
directly on water quality, biodiversity and cultural values.
Greater Wellington Parks Network Plan (PNP)
The sustainable land use plan supports the implementation of the Parks Network Plan vision:
To enrich lives by connecting people with healthy natural places
According to this vision, in parks, people will find:
·
Healthy natural ecosystems and varied landscapes that sustain them
·
Heritage features which tell the stories of human interaction with the landscape
·
A variety of easily accessible settings, natural and modified, for people to experience and
enjoy.
The Parks Network Plan specifies management policies common to all GW parks, as well as
specific policies for individual parks. In the case of Queen Elizabeth, the plan identifies the
following as specific foci for management:
1. Preserve the coastal ecosystems, dunes, wetlands and bush remnant
2. Implement a sustainable farm management plan and continue farming operations to
manage open space where appropriate
3. Provide family recreational opportunities
4. Make provisions for a heritage precinct and associated visitor attractions
5. Recognise the historical occupation of the area by both European settlers and Maori
6. Re-evaluate future land management of the north-eastern area of the park that may be
affected by any expressway development
7. `Work with the Department of Conservation to integrate management processes, where
appropriate, between Queen Elizabeth Park and Whareroa Farm.
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The PNP is a strategic policy document and does not specify operational details or how
“sustainable land use management” will be implemented. This Sustainable Land Use Plan
contributes to the implementation of the parks network plan by identifying specific actions to be
taken across the park. All the actions identified within the SLU Plan sit underneath the PNP and
must be compatible with it.

1. 2 Objectives of the Sustainable Land Use Plan
The objectives of this plan are:
·

Sustainable management of the park’s natural resources, in accordance with the Greater
Wellington Parks Network Plan, for the benefit of current and future generations.

·

Achieving a holistic approach to land management as part of total catchment management.

·

Providing clear and practical guidance for the park’s operational planning.

1.3 How the Plan Works
Theplan consists of the following sections:
Property Resource Assessment
This section provides information about the park’s resources such as land and waterways. Land
capability mapping is utilised, along with other criteria, to assess the strengths and weaknesses of
the park’s resources.
Land Management Zones
This section brings together the property resource assessment and identifies zones within the park
based on a combination of land use capability, environmental and other values. Zones are
recommended based on the type of land use they best suit.
Action plan
This section sets out recommended projects that will help to achieve the Plan’s objectives of
sustainable management of natural resources and a holistic approach to land use and catchment
management.
Work programme
A detailed work programme is not provided in this document. It will be compiled by land managers
from the list of tasks in the action plan and their priority, taking account of financial and other
constraints. It will need to be reviewed and adjusted at least annually as part of operational
planning / budget cycles.
To provide some guidance to the work programme, work tasks and priorities are identified.
Relationship to the Queen Elizabeth Park Farming Review
A review of farming in the ongoing management of QEP was undertaken in 2012. This review
included consideration of actions under the Sustainable Land Use Plan and their implications for
recreation and financial / asset management. The review also included consultation with
stakeholders to obtain input on farming as an ongoing land use at QEP and feedback on the key
action areas put forward under the Draft Sustainable Land Use Plan. The review provides
additional examination of the financial implications of the Sustainable Land Use Plan and also
identifies a high level of support for the key actions suggested. The Review forms a companion
document to this Sustainable Land Use Plan.
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2. Property Resources
2.1 Property
Queen Elizabeth Park is located on the Kapiti coast between Paekakariki and Raumati townships.
It is a 637 hectare coastal strip that comprises an extensive beach frontage, rolling coastal and
inland dune systems and an area of wetlands that extend toward the base of the Tararua foothills
in the east. The park contains one of the few surviving intact dune systems on the Kapiti coast..
Much of the park is in pasture but areas of significant remnant swamp forest communities, coastal
dune shrub lands and wetland systems remain. There is an active restoration program operating
throughout the park.
A map of the farm and main paddocks is provided in Appendix 3.
Below is a brief description of the property and its resources. For a fuller description of some
areas, see the Queen Elizabeth Park Resource Statement (GWRC November 2008).

2.2 Geology
The park comprises a mix of more recently formed dune systems with much older gravel fans and
sedimentary deposits from an earlier glacial period. Erosion from the Tararua ranges, during a
glacial period around 1.8 million years ago, led to extensive gravel fans forming along the
coastline. ‘Te Ramoroa fan’, which is situated near Mackay’s crossing, is a visible example of this
feature. Gravel fans stretch under the park but are, to a greater degree, covered by sand and
alluvial deposits.
Around 6000 years ago, prior to which sea levels were significantly higher than today, the ocean
retreated. As it did sand was thrown up in stages to form the coastal dune system. This system
once stretched from the Kapiti coast north to Wanganui. Dunes between the Whareroa stream and
Raumati Sth are rare and representative examples of this system, as they have seen relatively little
modification. As the dunes formed water movement was impeded resulting in wetlands. Over time
peat was laid down giving rise to the peat-lands which are found within the park.
One further geological feature (although it lies just outside the park boundary) is the abandoned
sea cliff above Te Ramoroa fan. This was exposed as sea levels retreated. Important geological
sites are listed in the Kapiti Council District Plan.

2.3 Soils
A map of the Park’s soils can be found in appendix 4. Below is a description of the soil types found
in the park and following that is an assessment of their land use capability using the Land Use
Capability classification system.
Soils in the park are strongly influenced by the coastal sand-scape they have formed on. Those
nearest the coast are fragile and prone to erosion while those inland are more robust and better
able to support a range of uses.
The coastal dune soils (Waitarere series) are thin, have poor water retention and are very prone to
wind erosion. Although the inland dune soils (Foxton series) have higher organic material and can
support greater levels of plant nutrients they are also prone to wind erosion and drought.
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Further inland the peat-land soils (Paraparaumu soils) have a low erosion potential. These soils
vary from less productive pure peats to sandy and silty peats. The best of these soils have
potential for market gardening and was the reason they were drained and utilised for pasture
growth in the past.
There are areas in depressions and abandoned flood channels where waiwhetu series soils can be
found. These are high quality soils suited to market gardening and pasture when they have been
drained. They are silty and loamy in composition.

2.4 Land Use Capability
The Land Use Capability (LUC) classification is a tool that can be used to assess the land’s
capacity for sustained productive use, taking into account physical limitations, soil conservation
needs and management requirements. The Land Use Capability assessment has three basic
classification levels:—class, subclass and unit.
The ‘class level broadly classifies land into eight types; with 1 being the most versatile and
productive and 8 being the type with the most limitations to use.
The ‘subclass’ level ascribes one of four limitations to the broad classification above. If the area in
question has a number of limitations only the dominant limitation is recorded. The four kinds of
limitations recognised are:
e: erodibility

c: climate

w: wetness

s: soil limitation within the rooting zone

The unit level is represented by a number and indicates the particular Land Use Capability of that
area of land. Areas that share similar management and conservation requirements have the same
number. The results of the LUC classification assessment have been presented in table and map
form. They are:
·
·

A map of LUC units identified on the property (Appendix 5)
A table of LUC unit statistics for the property is included in Appendix 5.

A summary of the broad groupings of units from the LUC assessment is provided below.
Strengths, weaknesses and opportunities for the various groups of LUC units are identified.
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LUC Amalgamation: strengths, weaknesses and opportunities
Amalgamation

Strengths

Productive Flats

·
·

Less productive
flats

·
·
·

Most fertile soils and
easiest terrain
Good soil texture and
high water holding
capacity

Weaknesses
·
·

·

·
·

Restore wetlands in some areas
Improve drainage in areas where this
is practical and logically links to
management of productive flats.

Easy terrain
High water holding
capacity
Retain grass growth
in dry summer
periods.

·

Imperfectly drained with
extensive rushes
Poor pasture and
abundant gorse growth in
some areas

·

Opportunities

Some areas imperfectly
drained
Not suitable for heavy
stocking in winter

·
·
·

Examine cropping and market
gardening opportunities
Improve drainage in some areas
Possible summer irrigation
Possible incorporation of shelter
through adjacent wetlands and
riparian planting

Unproductive
flats

·

Potential for wetland
restoration

·

Very wet and unsuitable
for grazing

·

Retire from grazing and restore
wetland vegetation

Productive dune
ridges

·

Moderate fertility and
stable under grazing
Well drained and not
prone to pugging
Good for winter
grazing

·

Prone to drying out in
summer with relatively low
water holding capacity
Can be prone to erosion if
poorly managed
Exposed to wind and sun

·
·
·

Maintain grass sward
Examine pasture improvement options
Protect small scattered groves of
native vegetation
Establish small groves of native
vegetation on steeper more difficult
areas for shelter, shade and soil
protection

Relatively low fertility
Vulnerable to loss of
topsoil and erosion of
recent sand soils
Prone to summer drought

·

Recent coastal sands are
very prone to erosion
Exposed to strong salt
laden winds

·

·
·

Less Productive
dune ridges

·
·

Well drained and not
prone to pugging
Good for winter
grazing

·
·

·
·

·
Unproductive
dune ridges

·
·

Not appropriate for
productive use
Most areas already
under restoration of
native vegetation

·
·

·

·

Retire and regenerate / replant native
vegetation
Maintain dense pasture sward on
areas that remain in grazing
Manage in permanent native
vegetation

2.5 Waterways and wetlands
A map of the main waterways is provided in Appendix 1
Two streams pass through the park, each originating in the steep hill country to the east. They
differ with respect to level of modification, flow-volume, terrain, vegetation and water quality. Both
drain into the sea within the park boundaries.
The Wainui stream in the south has suffered less modification. It has high levels of native bush
cover through the middle of the catchment and good water quality. It provides excellent freshwater
habitat. Only a relatively short section of the lower reaches of this stream lies withinthe park.
The Whareroa stream in the north has seen significant modification, as it draws from pastoral
areas, including the Whareroa farm in the east. Much of the previously existant wetlands have
been drained, native vegetation has been removed and there have been ongoing nutrient inputs
into this catchment. As a result, the stream has lower habitat values, but restoration work including
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stock exclusion, sustainable farming practices and riparian planting are enhancing these. Toward
the stream mouth the original channel is intact, as are areas of native dune vegetation.
Wetlands
Historically, the area behind the inland dunes comprised extensive wetlands and waterways, to the
degree that journeying from Paekakariki to Waikanae by boat was feasible. Greatly reduced
wetland areas still exist, with the biggest in and around Mackay’s crossing. This area drains into a
branch of the Whareroa stream. The railway line has severed the full extent of this wetland and has
impacts on water permeability in the area. 17 ha of the Mackay’s wetland, comprising significant
native flora and regenerating swamp forest, were fenced off in the 1990’s. The water table in the
area fluctuates annually and it can become quite dry when there are prolonged dry spells. The
excavation of two water bodies in the area has created two further wetlands which are currently
being restored.
In the south of the park a small wetland adjacent to the Wainui stream has recently been
rehabilitated
In the north of the park there is an important wetland situated in a dune slack near to Poplar
Avenue. This area is being restored and has been fenced off from stock. It has a number of locally
significant wetland plants including marsh cress.
Waterways: Strengths Weaknesses & Opportunities
Waterway

Strengths

Wainui
Stream

·
·

·
·
·

Whareroa
stream

·
·
·
·

Significant-sized stream with permanent
flow
Well shaded with high degree of native
vegetation cover in the lower reach
catchment
Stony bottom and low sediment inputs
from the surrounding area
Riparian strip planting in the park area
Excellent fish habitat

Significant-sized stream with permanent
flow
Increasing levels of riparian revegetation
Stock excluded from main stream within
park
Good fish values

Weaknesses
·

·

·

·
·

Mackay’s wetland: Rare and important
swamp forest remnant.17 ha have been
fenced and pests are controlled
Northern duneslack wetland
Wetlands have been extended and
restoration occurs on the riparian
margins
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Opportunities
·

·

·

·
·

·

·

Wetlands

Large section of the catchment
above the park is modified and
grazed without protection
Range of weed growth around
stream

·
·
·

Stock have access to side
streams and drains within park
Little riparian vegetation around
major drains and some branches
of the waterway in park
Modification of stream channel
and ongoing work around the
state highway severance
Stock access to large areas of
the catchment above the park.

·

Protected areas are relatively
small and threatened by drought
Severance of habitat by railway
line
Large wet peat swamp areas not
protected

·

·

·

·

Educational
opportunities around
stream health
Ongoing riparian
planting and weed
control
Work with upstream
landowners on
catchment enhancement

Fencing and planting
along main drains and
other waterways in the
park
Retirement of some
grazed areas adjacent
to the waterway to
wetlands
Work with DOC on
catchment management
in Whareroa farm

Restore a network of
wetlands through the
eastern peat areas of
the Park.
Link riparian and other
planting to wetlands to
create a linked network
of habitat.
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2.6 Flora, Fauna – Biodiversity
Coastal and wetland ecosystems have been highly modified and degraded throughout New
Zealand, and the Kapiti coast is no exception. The Foxton Ecological District, of which Queen
Elizabeth Park is a part, comprised an estimated 2000 ha of flax swamp, lakes and swamp forest.
Around 300 ha of these now remain along the coastline from Kapiti to Foxton. The regenerating
remnants of swamp forest communities, coastal dune shrub lands and wetland systems in the
park, therefore, represent rare and highly threatened ecosystems and as such have been listed in
the Kapiti Council District Plan.
Many native species of birds, lizards and invertebrates would have resided in the area but are now
locally extinct due to habitat loss and predation by introduced species.
Broad identification of areas in QEP with biodiversity significance is shown in Appendix 7. Areas
are rated on a scale from 1 to 5, with level 1 being the most significant. Areas of other exotic
woody vegetation are also mapped in Appendix 7, for completeness.

2.6.1 Flora
Much of the foredune habitat has been lost to erosion as a result of marram being the predominant
species. Spinifex and a number of other rare dune species, such as sand coprosma (Coprosma
acerosa) survive in patches and are being replanted to stabilise the coastal dunes. A restoration
plan has recently been prepared for the foredunes (Coastline Consultants 2010) that aims to reestablish larger areas of these native sand binding species. The lee side of the coastal dunes, as
well as the Inland dune areas, have been highly modified but small patches of mahoe-taupata
forest remain as does emerging kaikomako, more so in the north of the park.
There is a nationally rare species of grass (Amphibromus fluitans) in Mackay’s wetland, along with
a number of other uncommon plant species. To protect the native grass 17ha was fenced off in the
1990’s. More recently, two more wetland areas have been established to extend this habitat type.
One of only two areas of surviving swamp forest, in the foxton ecological district, exists in the south
of the park near Mackay’s crossing. This 1 ha swamp forest is predominantly kahikatea but also
includes kohekohe, pukatea, tawa, swamp maire and matai.
Most of the park has been grazed at some stage and so there has been a significant loss of
biodiversity over time. Restoration efforts are working to reverse this trend using locally sourced
plants.
A more detailed description of the park’s flora can be found in the Queen Elizabeth Park –
Resource Statement (GWRC November 2008).

2.6.2 Fauna
With the loss of habitat and the introduction of predators much of the naturally occurring fauna has
become locally extinct. It is estimated that two thirds of New Zealand native bird species depend
on wetlands for at least some of their lifecycle (Moore et al., 1984, cited in GWRC resource
statement). The loss of these areas has had significant impacts on bird populations. The original
wetland and dune habitats would also have been home to a diverse range of lizards and
invertebrates. Although this group have not been assessed as well as the bird population, it is likely
that many species no longer inhabit the park. The two streams within the park sustain a number of
the 23 native freshwater fish known to the Wellington area.
Birds
The park continues to support a much reduced range of New Zealand birds. Bird surveys, started
in 2002, have recorded natives such as fantail, grey warbler, tui and kereru. More recently there
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have been recordings of bellbird and yellow-crowned kakariki, which isa threatened species. In the
wetlands, dabchick, pied stilt and shoveler have been recorded. The most common species are
exotics such as yellow hammer and goldfinches. Over time the number of recorded species has
increased and in 2005 was 45. This could partly reflect ongoing pest control and restoration work
that has occurred in the park.
Freshwater fish
Many of the Wellington region’s fish species are migratory and so the Wainui and Whareroa
streams are important lowland connections with the sea. Giant kokopu and short finned eel
communities are present in the Wainui stream. Both species have a threat classification of ‘gradual
decline’ on the New Zealand threat index. The stream mouth of the Whareroa passes through an
area of native vegetation and provides good spawning ground for inanga. This fishery is in decline
across the Wellington region.
The following native fish species have been identified in the park:
Banded kokopu
Shrimp
Common bully

Giant kokopu
Koura
Torrent fish

Longfin eel
Redfin bully
Shortfin eel

Lizards
Eleven species of lizard are known to the Wellington region. No official recordings of lizard have
been made in the park although common, brown and copper skink are likely to be present, as are a
number of more commonly occurring gecko species.
Invertebrates
Invertebrates have been poorly studied and apart from a number of searches for the Katipo spider,
no official assessments have been made within the park. Brockie’s (1957, cited in GWRC resource
statement, November 2008) summary of invertebrate communities within the west coast dune
system include moths, flies, beetles, slaters, sandhoppers, millipedes, slugs, snails and spiders.
Biodiversity: Strengths, Weaknesses & Opportunities
Flora

Fauna

Strengths
·
Regionally significant swamp forest
remnant and wetland areas
·
Nationally rare wetland grass
·
Smaller remnants of coastal dune
communities, regionally uncommon plants
and dune shrubland
·
Fencing and retirement of riparian stream
strips and wetland areas in the north and
south of the park
·
Possums, hares and rabbits are controlled
throughout the park

·
·
·

·

·
·

Increasing range of native birds.
An important range of rare and threatened
native fish species present
Wainui stream offers high quality fish
habitat and Whareroa stream is improving
through rehabilitation
Expanding wetland systems increase this
regionally rare habitat for bird, fish and
invertebrate life
Possums (and, as a by-product, rats) are
controlled throughout the park
Good potential to enhance ecological
corridors from QEP through to Whareroa
farm
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Weaknesses
·
Small areas of
significant flora are
prone to drought,
disease and fire
High levels of exotics in
·
the dunes (marram)
·
Poor connectivity
across systems

·

·

Whareroa stream
drains farmed area and
has been further
altered by earthworks
Severance of habitat by
the railway line and
state highway

Opportunities
·
Retirement and restoration of
land more suited to
conservation
Create strong connections
·
and linkages between
vegetation areas that provide
natural vegetation sequences
from coast to dunes to
wetlands and hill forests
Continue existing weed and
·
pest animal control

·

·
·

Fencing and riparian planting
in Whareroa farm will
improve habitat for fish and
potentially provide increased
habitat and linkages to
existing habitat for birds
Expansion of restoration
areas
Ongoing animal pest control.
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2.7 Landscape
Queen Elizabeth Park has significant landscape values. Open beaches give rise to undeveloped
coastal dunes which in turn fall away into wetland areas and open pasture. There is an unimpeded
view from the dunes right through to the coastal foothills in the east and Kapiti Island in the north
and west.
The GWRC Resource Statement (2008) describes two “landscape zones” which are summarised
below.
The beach and coastal dunes
This zone is made up of a number of distinct character areas despite it being a consistent
landscape zone. It comprises a continuous narrow beach front that stretches throughout the park
and on toward Paraparaumu. The coastal dunes which rise out of the beach and comprise much of
the ‘Wainui and Whareroa development’ areas have been modified with often extensive vegetation
removal, public access ways and erosion on the beach frontage. Despite this they retain many of
their landscape values and are representative of a once extensive system.
The consolidated dunes and peat-land
The inland dunes and extensive peat-lands form a consistent landscape zone. Areas north and
south of the Whareroa stream have distinct characteristics. In the south there is a mix of steep
grass covered dunes, wetland swamp, depressions and flat swampy peat-lands. In the north most
of the peat-lands and consolidated dunes are covered in pasture. The dune ridges are important
landscape features when viewed from the highway and beyond.
Visual sensitivity
The various zones have a range of visual sensitivities. Sensitive areas are broadly identified in
Appendix 11.
Landscape: Strengths Weaknesses & Opportunities
Landscape

Strengths
·
Significant landscape values and
experiences in the intact coastal dune
system, beach frontage and wetlands
Uninterrupted views of Kapiti Island through
·
to the Tararuas in the east
·
Significant geological features including the
Whareroa dune system, Te Ramaroa
gravel fan and the abandoned sea cliff near
Mackay’s crossing
·
The mix of existing uses - production and
recreational - are highly compatible

Weaknesses
·
Lack of a coherent
framework of
agriculture and natural
areas over much of the
eastern – particularly
north eastern park- that
reflects land type and
hydrology.

Opportunities
·
Development of a strong
framework of riparian
restoration and wetlands
through the eastern peat
lands
·
Avoid inappropriate planting
and structures in visually
sensitive areas.

2.8 Biosecurity – plant and animal pests
The dune ecosystems are very fragile and susceptible to grazing (stock and pest animals) and
invasion by weeds. Control of mammalian pests and invasive plants species has been ongoing for
a number of years.
Pest plants (weeds)
A weed survey of the park in 2001 identified 39 pest species and their containment and removal
was prioritised using the format described in the Pest Plant Control Plan (GWRC 2004). Old man’s
beard and evergreen buckthorn are both identified in the Regional Pest Management Strategy and
so their management was established in line with this document.
In the dunes, 19 species were highlighted for control while in the wetlands, eight species were
selected. The program has been underway since 2002 and has been very successful in removing
certain species, such as boneseed, buckthorn and boxthorn from the dunes. More entrenched
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species such as blackberry and pampas has also been successfully controlled and planting has
been undertaken, concurrently, to ensure regrowth is repressed.
large areas of pasture contain gorse and other pest species, so an ongoing program for controlling
re-infestation is maintained.
An update of the pest plant control plan has been prepared following fieldwork in 2008.
Pest animals
Possums, hares and rabbits cause a great deal of damage to regenerating and newly planted
habitat and so control of these pests has been ongoing. Rabbits and hares naturally live in the
pasture areas and can cause extensive damage to dune vegetation leading to erosion. They are
controlled by regular shooting. Possum numbers are now at low levels in most areas as a result of
trapping and bait station use. No other animals are targeted. A tracking tunnel survey in 2005
highlighted the presence of large numbers of mice, along with hedgehogs and rats.
Biosecurity: Strengths, Weaknesses & Opportunities
Strengths
Weeds

·

·

·

Animal Pests

·

·

A pest plant control plan
has been prepared and
recently updated
The pest plant control
plan is being effectively
implemented
Ongoing control of key
weeds is occurring on
dune protection areas

Possums are controlled
with bait stations and
traps
Some rodent control
occurs as a by-product of
possum control

Weaknesses
·

·

·

·

·

Ongoing re-introduction of weeds
likely around margins of the park
through bird spread, garden
escapes, dumping and wind
dispersal
Gorse has expanded significantly
across southern dune pastures and
wet peat flats.
Blackberry forms dense thickets in
some areas and can make
establishing restoration plantings
difficult
Expansion of woody vegetation
through restoration planting will
expand habitat for pest animals and
make their control more difficult
No control of stoats or other
predators.

Opportunities
·
·

·

·

·

Ongoing weed control and
monitoring
Establish a programme for
controlling gorse on
productive pasture and peat
land restoration areas
Ensure effective control of
blackberry prior to planting
in restoration areas

Expand possum control as
new restoration planting
areas become established
Consider undertaking
additional predator control,
particularly once more
wetland restoration areas
are established

2.9 Recreation
The park is the most popular of all the regional parks with very high seasonal visitor numbers over
summer. In 2008 there were around 240,000 visits. The park’s accessibility, gentle topography,
beach access and mild climate make it a very attractive location for walking, running and
picnicking. It also hosts equestrian, model aircraft and orienteering events. The park offers a wide
range of educational opportunities including geology, history of human settlement, and
dune/stream ecology.
From its early inception, Queen Elizabeth Park was seen as a major recreational asset. It was
imagined, in the early days, that all manner of facilities would be provided including golf courses
and a swimming pool. Most of these were never realised but the park has hosted a motor camp
and two bowling greens in its history. The tramways, which were established in 1964, continue to
be popular to this day.
Recreation is now managed within various zones depending on the nature of the activity and the
key objectives for the area.
The coastal frontage allows for activities such as walking, running, mountain-biking, orienteering
and picnicking. The focus in this area is conservation and restoration and so activities are
managed through the provision of a network of tracks.
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The beach areas in the vicinity of the Whareroa and Wainui streams, along with an area around
Mackay’s crossing are popular for walking, cycling and community events, while around Mackay’s
crossing are the horse stables. There has been extensive modification in this zone with roading,
accessways and other infrastructure.
The inland dunes are popular for cycling and horse riding. Restoration projects in the peat-lands
have opened up further recreational opportunities. Much of this area is farmed.
Restoration around the peat-lands, wetlands and waterways in recent years, has opened up new
walkways and recreational opportunities. Most of this area is farmed and further opportunities for
recreation are being explored.
Recreation & sustainable land use
This plan is not intended to deal specifically with recreational activities and development, since
these are addressed within the Parks Network Plan. However, some important links exist between
sustainable land use and recreational opportunity.
As identified above, popular recreational activities at Queen Elizabeth Park include walking,
running and cycling. The quality of experience for these recreational activities can benefit from an
integrated approach to sustainable land use in a number of ways, including:
· Enhanced amenity from restoration and tree planting.
· Shelter provision through integration of trees into the farm landscape.
· Enhanced recreational linkages through the establishment of a linked wetland and waterway
network through the park.
· Greater variety of recreational settings from open pasture to scattered trees, wetland and
native bush.
· Improved biodiversity (including birdlife) adding interest to the recreational experience.
Adoption of sustainable land management across the park also provides opportunities for
education and interpretation related to this important approach to land management.
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2.10 Farm Business: current management
2.10.1 Northern farm block (north of Whareroa Rd)
The current lease for the property has been running for 6.5 years. Anecdotal evidence suggests
that thistle and ragwort control has been effective (spot spraying), and there is a continual
progression of pasture renewal (22 ha in 2010). Undersowing of biennial pasture species such as
‘Tabu” is also carried out to improve pasture production. Weed control continues with mulching of
rushes and gorse occurring on a regular basis (once every 3-4 years in most gorse paddocks).
Fences are sprayed every year to keep them clear of weeds. This ensures electric fencing works
properly. At times gorse of up to 1m high is mulched, sprayed and these areas re-sown with new
pasture.
Grazing management
The farm has good year round pasture production which is due to soil moisture regimes provided
by the range in soil types. Heavier low lying peat based soils hold more moisture and provide
pasture during summer when the sandy soils of inland dune area dry out and produce little. As a
result, productivity is relatively high (500 kg beef/ha/yr). To maintain pasture quality, surplus
pasture is harvested as silage. Silage production has ranged from 190 to 800 wet tonnes (57 to
240 tonnes DM @ 30% DM). On average 450 to 500 wet tonnes of silage are made annually.
Some hay is also made when conditions are suitable.
The farm is managed as three blocks. Paddocks have been grouped based on productivity and
their productive limitations. The table below summarises the three blocks. The ‘General Farm’
block corresponds with the high production agriculture zone identified in Appendix 13. The ‘Winter’
Block describes the inland dune area which is dry in winter and the ‘Summer’ Block represents
predominantly low lying, poorly drained areas. This block is constantly challenged with infestation
by gorse.
Grazing and Nutrient Management Blocks
General Farm

Winter Block

Summer Block

Block

(includes “Northern Block”)

(assuming half
grazed1)

Estimated

54 ha

137 ha

74 ha

2

grazed area

Total Grazed

265 ha

1 Estimated to be half effective due to gorse and wetness limitations
2 Estimated from paddock area map
Livestock
The Lessee runs cattle, which comprises mainly bulls along with 40 beef cows. Eighty calves (4
day old bulls) are reared on the property. On average 400 rising two and three year old cattle,
along with 150 weaners, are wintered on the property. Destocking, of about 300 cattle, occurs
before christmas with about 100 sold after christmas in anticipation of the summer dry period and a
reduction in pasture production. On the basis that calving is about 100%, 40 calves are reared by
beef cows. Restocking with about 280 cattle (eg a mixture of 18 month cattle and Taihape
weaners) occurs in April/March. The number of stock bought in autumn depends on the quantity
of silage made in the spring.
The nutrient balance summarising inputs and outputs for the farm has been modelled using
Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan
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OVERSEER. The current stocking rate is estimated as 12.8 Stock Units/ha based on an effective
area of 265ha. This equates to a total of 3395 Stock Units for the farm north of Whareroa Rd.
Trends in fertiliser use and soil fertility
Fertiliser and lime has been regularly applied. On the sand country Potassic superphosphate is
applied each year. Silage paddocks receive a higher dose with added potassium and nitrogen.
The farm receives an average of 1 tonne lime/ha/yr. Liming is adequate as pH has increased over
time. Nitrogen is only applied to silage paddocks to minimise nitrate leaching potential.
Observations of the pasture suggest clover growth is poor which is surprising given the high Olsen
P levels. .
In the past, standard practice was to apply 15% Potassic Super at 250kg/ha (NPKS 0. 7. 8. 10).
This provided 17.5 kg P/ha, 20 kg K/ha and 25 kg S/ha. Pasture Zeal G2 15K (NPKS 7.5. 4.5. 15.
6.3) is now used and provides a better balance of nutrients as Phosphate (Olsen P 30+) is high
and Potassium levels have been falling slightly (Quick test range 5 to 28 in 2005 compared with 5
to 12 in 2010, see table below).
The table below shows recent soil test results. There are no soil fertility tests which are directly
comparable across time. The closest (similar soil type and location) would be to compare 6 (2005)
with 1 and 2 (2010). This shows that pH has gone up from 5.2 to 5.8, Olsen P has come down
from 34 to 28. This is a good result as pH was low and Olsen P was higher than need be.
However, potassium (K) remained similar indicating K applications are balanced with removal.
Potassium levels should continue to be monitored.

Site
1
2
3
5
6
7

Date
14/08/10
14/08/10
14/08/10
1/03/05
1/03/05
1/03/05

Target Values
Sample Name
2
Far Flats 1
Far Flats 2*
3 Gates Right
Northern Blk
General Farm
Silage Pdks

pH

Olsen P

Quick Test value (MAF)
Ca
9

Na

25

K
6

Mg

6.0
5.8
5.8
6.3
6.0
5.2
5.7

28
28
37
68
34
44

6
12
5
28
5
7

13
16
12
10
14
11

31
38
23
52
38
30

11
15
7
11
10
7

1

CEC
(base sat’n)

33 (54%)
36 (59%)
21 (67%)
19 (67%)
42 (48%)
19 (59%)

1 Cation Exchange Capacity
2 Very high Nitrogen (available N, 15cm, 332, to 304 kg/ha)

Water
Water reticulation is a problem as pipes are approximately 30 years old and most of them have
been exposed to sunlight and physical damage. On the worst lines, up to 3 joiners are being used
per week to keep the line working. A new main line (63mm) from the pump (located by south of
park office) to tanks behind the north farm buildings has been laid, but is yet to be used. Water
quality is not ideal with high iron (Fe) and manganese (Mn) levels. There is concern about water
losses as GWRC estimates 120 m3/day is being used by the farm but the water meter from the
tanks only shows average figures of 70 to 80 m3/day. Based on this latter rate the average farm
demand is 22 litres per SU per day. Additional demand comes from toilets and use by horse
graziers. The laterals which feed troughs on the farm are currently being replaced starting with
those in the poorest condition. Condition is assessed by the number of joins needed to maintain
flow.
Stock movement
Infrastructure to move stock about the farm is good with adequate races and central cattle yards.
Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan
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Farm management issues
The current lease is for a relatively short time (3 years). This makes generating a stable farm
income from stock purchases and growing on stock, which takes time, difficult. Less investment is
likely from the lessee under a short term lease such as this. The current lease payment is likely to
be lower than a normal commercial lease for a similar property. The lower rate compensates the
lessee for the inconvenience of having interference from recreational users who potentially upset
cattle during movement down races and/or bring dogs into paddocks.
There is constant public scrutiny of park activity. In some cases this limits the range of farm
management practices available to the lessee. For example, application of nitrogen and boom
spraying is limited to avoid the prospect of public complaint. Some classes of stock may have to
be sold sooner than commercially ideal, during periods of low pasture production, to avoid any
perception of underfeeding livestock. On the other hand there is the potential for the public to learn
about farming operations and this is a positive aspect of the farm operation. There are few
examples of working farms so accessible to the public. Apparently many walkers comment that it
is nice to see the livestock in their environment. The farm has the capacity to connect urban and
rural communitiesand help children understand where their food comes from, It demonstrates how
farming contributes to sustainable land management.
Signage could be improved to help the public understand that this is a working farm. There is an
excellent example behind the ranger’s office. At present most signs simply say “no unauthorised
access”. The “Working farm” sign shows that dogs are not allowed, livestock should be left alone,
gates should be left as found and so on. This is a positive and helpful approach and is likely to
assist farm management.
The lessee is currently unable to undertake cropping or run sheep under the terms of the lease.
This reduces flexibility and ability to utilise the potential of the farmed area.

2.10.2 Southern farm block
The area south of Whaharoa Rd is also leased for livestock grazing. This lease covers 90 ha of
land. Stock management involves 80 rising two old cattle being grazed for 12 to 18 months prior
to sale. Assuming a mixture of steers and heifers, a total of 400 stock units are grazed (see table
below for detail). This indicates a low stocking rate of 4.4 SU/ha which reflects the low productivity
of the land. The block is largely inland sand dunes and the current lessee has not applied any
fertiliser, and no pasture renewal has been undertaken. Paddocks in this block are large, which
makes livestock management more difficult, especially in relation to controlling quality and
optimising dry matter production.
Stock Class
Stock Unit Equivalent
Number of cattle
SU

R2 Heifers
4.5
41
185
Total

Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan
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Farming: Strengths, Weaknesses & Opportunities
Fencing

Stock
water

Yards

Strengths
·
Good subdivision into
smaller paddocks in
north block
·
Main fences in
reasonable condition
·
Generally easy to fence
·

·
·

Shade and
shelter

·
·

Access

·

·

Good network of water
reticulation and troughs
throughout the park

Weaknesses
·
Fences in moderate conditions, some
electric fences in poorer condition
·
Paddock sizes in south block are
relatively large

·
·

Large amounts of pipe work need
replacing
High iron levels in water lead
toproblems

Yards of good
standard
Well located in centre
of property with
separate road access

Opportunities
·
Careful planning of new fencing to
allow exclusion of stock from
restoration areas and matching
paddock boundaries to different land
types

·
·
·

Gradually replace pipe work
Reduce some reticulation where
areas are retired
Examine approaches to treating high
iron water

·

Maintenance of yards

A few existing trees
provide some shade
Rolling dunes provide
some opportunity for
shelter

·
·

Large areas with little shade
Area exposed to cold southerly winds
with little stock shelter

·

Integrate small groves of trees and
larger restoration plantings into the
farm area to provide shelter and
shade

Relatively flat property
with good access track
network
Separate access road
to yards, keeping trucks
away from main park
entrance

·

Potential conflict with recreational
users on some main tracks
Upgrade of highway likely to mean
that separate stock truck access is
lost

·
·

Ongoing track maintenance
Ensure highway planning considers
ways to retain stock truck access

·

2.11 Carbon
2.11.1 Introduction
Recent developments in the area of on-farm carbon management are relevant to management of
the Park. Most significantly, the Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) and amendments passed into
law in late 2009. Agriculture is included in the ETS, as are other sectors of the economy.
However, recent government announcements have put off the time when agriculture may become
liable for its emissions. Currently entry of agriculture is indefinitely postponed. Agricultural
emissions have not been calculated due to this change in policy.
The ETS also provides a market for carbon credits generated by forestry and native forest
regeneration.
2.11.2 Potential carbon credits
Native forest areas that have regenerated post 1989 qualify for carbon credits under the Kyoto
protocol. Areas of regenerating forest in Queen Elizabeth Park that are eligible are likely to be
small.
In order to claim carbon credits it is necessary to both, identify that the area did not meet the ETS
forest definition at the end of 1989, and that it now meets the forest definition. This is defined as
having sufficient seedlings of forest species that are able to grow to more than 5m on the site and
would eventually achieve 30% canopy cover. Vegetation on exposed areas of the coastal dunes
may not reach 5m in height.
More recent restoration plantings around wetland areas in the east of the park could meet Kyoto
forest definitions, provided they are over 1 hectare in area.
It is important to note that any credits generated are the property of the landowner (unless there is
some other clear agreement such as a forestry right in place).
Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan
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Carbon: Strengths, Weaknesses & Opportunities
Livestock
emissions

Post 1989
Forest

Strengths
·
Entry of agricultural
liabilities into the ETS has
been indefinitely
postponed by government.
·
Some areas of restoration
planting since 1989 may
qualify for entry into the
ETS.
·
Some areas of
regeneration on protected
dune areas may qualify

Weaknesses
·
Some potential liabilities from
stock

·

·

Only small areas are present
and will generate small potential
income.
Areas entered into the ETS will
attract carbon liabilities if any
future forest losses occur due to
fire, wind or pests.

Opportunities
·
Restoration planting will generate
credits when over 1 ha in area.

·

Potential for future credits from
retirement of some pasture areas
and restoration planting.

2.12 External Infrastructure
This includes overhead electric cables, gas pipelines, easements, local roads and storm water
drainage. The most significant is State highway 1 and the main trunk railway line on the eastern
boundary.
The location of these networks is shown in Appendix 9.
Natural Gas Pipelines: A gas transmission pipeline cuts through the eastern and southern
boundary of the park, exiting just north of Mackay’s crossing.
Transmission lines: Overhead power lines run along the eastern boundary of the park, parallel to
state highway 1. Overhead lines for the tramway run from Mackay’s crossing to the beach. There
are underground power cables coming into the park from Wellington rd in Paekakariki and via the
access road at Mackay’s crossing, and a spot just south of this.
Water mains: Water mains enter the park from the three areas mentioned above and adjoin either
the underground cables or follow the line of the overhead power lines.
State highway and possible expressway: State highway 1, the main trunk line and the proposed
‘Levin expressway’ are the most significant infrastructure in the park. They define the eastern
boundary of the park and have a significant severance impact on ecological processes,
connectivity and recreational access to Whareroa farm.
External Infrastructure: Strengths, Weaknesses & Opportunities
Gas pipeline

Strengths
·
Located underground so
negligible visual effects

Overhead
powerlines

·

Water main

·
·

SH1 and
possible
expressway

·

Weaknesses
·
Constrain planting and other
activities along easements

Run along eastern
boundary and tramway so
little impact
Little visual effect
Only present at main
entrances

·

Restrictions on planting of tall
forest species close to lines

·

Constrain planting and other
activities close to watermains

Current and proposed
alignment is on eastern
boundary so does not have
major impact

·

Noise and visual impact on
eastern park
New expressway may remove
separate stock truck access to
yards
If alignment changed to a more
westerly route this could have a
major impact on the northern
end of the park

·

·
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Opportunities

·

Additional planting and wetland
restoration in some areas may
further reduce impact of lines

·

Planting on eastern edge of park
to screen and break up visual
impact of motorway
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2.13 Cultural and Historic
The area bounded by the park has significant heritage values for both Maori and European
populations. The area has a long history of human occupation and it was only at the end of last
century that people ceased to live within the park boundaries. Appendix 8 provides a map of a
range of known archaeological and historic sites.
Maori occupied the Kapiti coast from early in the 19th century. From this period right through to the
1880’s there is well a recorded use of the area, to a large degree centering on villages located
around Wainui and Whareroa streams. The wetlands were so extensive at this time that inland
waterways could be paddled from Paekakariki to Waikanae. Iwi claiming mana whenua over this
area have changed a number of times as a result of migrations and wars. Early on Ngati Toa laid
claim to the area through a series of conquests and continue to claim tangata whenua status. As a
result of this history the dunes, within the park, are a rich source of archaeological evidence.
Following the crown’s purchase of a large piece of land in the area in the 1850’s the use of Wainui
and Whareroa villages declined, until they were abandoned toward the end of the 1880’s. From the
1860’s the land was increasingly used for pasture as a number of stations were established in and
around the area. It was at this time that much of the wetland area was drained.
The most significant European occupation of the area was when it housed a U.S. marine
encampment. In 1942 the area was considered a suitable place for training marines in beach
landings and defence, in support of the U.S push into the Pacific. Caps were located on land
around Mackay’s crossing and the southern entrance to the park at Paekakariki. The encampment
lasted little more than a year but had a significant impact on the local environment. Not long after
the marines departure the idea of forming a regional park was mooted and work began in the
1950’s to expand the area and develop it as a recreational asset.
Cultural & Historic: Strengths, Weaknesses & Opportunities
Maori History

WW2 Marines
camps

Strengths
·
Rich history of Maori
occupation and use of the
area
·

Weaknesses
·
Poorly considered development
could damage some sites

Remnants of camps and
public interpretation
present

Opportunities
·
Public interpretation of Maori use
of the area including food
harvesting and gardening
·

·

Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan

Emphasising the location of the
camp through land use matched to
the modified soils in these areas.
Additional public interpretation.
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3. Land Management Zones
3.1 What are land management zones?
Land management zones are areas that best suit certain activities by virtue of a combination of
their land use capability and theirenvironmental and other values. In section 3.2 below eleven
land management zones are identified for QEP.
The analysis of the Park’s natural resources, that was developed in section 2, was used to identify
logical groupings from the perspective of use, management and ecology. These logical groupings
are also consistent with the objectives of this plan, to ensure ‘sustainable land management’ and
‘take a holistic approach’ to the wider catchment management.. Land management zones provide
for management decisions that are consistent with the best long-term pattern of land use across
the park.

3.2 Queen Elizabeth Park land management zones
A description of the zones, their location,characteristics and best use are set out in the table below.
Zone
Wetland
framework

Location
· The Whareroa and
Wainui Streams
along with major
drains and wetlands
within the park.

Biodiversity
core

·

·

Flat land
agriculture

High
production
agriculture

Main events
& facilities

·

·

·

Wetland remnant at
the north end of the
park
Coastal swamp
forest remnant and
existing wetland
restoration areas at
Mackays Crossing
Mid northern inland
flats north of Lynch’s
crossing

Inland flats between
MacKay’s crossing
and Lynch’s
crossing.

Flat areas around
MacKay’s Crossing

Features
· Low altitude non
urbanised waterways
· High current and
potential values for
native fish species
· Linked wet peat areas
identifying the past
pattern of wetlands

·

·

·
·

·
·
·

·
·

·

Rare and regionally
important remnants of
once widespread
native ecosystems.
Work to further buffer
and enhance these
areas is underway
Nationally rare species
Peat dominated soils
but mainly better
drained sandy peat
and silty peat.
Some areas levelled
Moderate productivity
Includes areas of high
quality alluvial silt loam
as well as sandy peat
High productivity
Some areas at
southern end are part
of a matrix with wetter
areas and springs

Soils highly modified
during construction of

Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan

Best use / development
· Protect and enhance existing
native riparian vegetation.
· Restore network of large
wetland areas within northern
flat farm landscape
· Develop network of
recreational trails following
fenced riparian and wetland
areas that are separated from
farming operations
· Protect and enhance these
very important biodiversity
remnants.

·
·

Agricultural use
Potential for additional
improvement and occasional
cropping

·

Agricultural use of major
areas
Potential regular cropping on
best areas if well managed
Horticultural/market
gardening potential on best
areas
Potential improvement
through management of
drainage, possible levelling in
some areas and well
managed summer irrigation
Continue intensive public use
for events and facilities

·
·

·

·
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Zone

Location

Duneland
grazing

·

Rolling inland dunes
between Mackay’s
crossing and
Raumati.

Features
WW2 marines camp.
· Low to moderate
productivity
· Site of visitor
attractions and horse
events area
·
·
·

·
Extensive
grazing
recreation

·

Steeper southern
inland dunes close to
Paekakariki

·

·
·

Best use / development
· These uses are a good match
with the modified and
relatively low fertility soils.

Stable unless
heavilystocked.
Moderate fertility
Dry areas not prone to
“pugging” by stock in
winter
Very little woody
vegetation
More recent and less
stable dunesLower
fertility, lower stock
carrying capacity
Prone to “blow outs”
with heavy grazing
Major gorse infestation
over a large part of the
area.

·

Recent dunes with
major limitations to any
productive use
Already retired and
regenerating into
native coastal species
Main recreational
pathway between north
and south.
Main view of park for
passing motorists
Likely expansion of
roadway along this
edge
A range of road edge
plantings present

·

·

·
·

·

·

·
Dune
protection

·

Exposed coastal
dunes running the
length of the Park

·

·

·
Edge
integration

·

Eastern edge of park
bordering state
highway one

·
·

·

·

·

·
·

·
Northern
events &
facilities

·

Area of landfill
adjacent to Poplar
Avenue

·

·
·
·

Landfill has created
significant area of
modified soils that are
raised, providing
drainage, but poor
fertility.
Easy access from
Poplar Avenue
Pony club use of
adjacent areas
Gorse covered wet
peat soils in centre of
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·

·
·

Maintain well managed
grazing as major use.
Integrate carefully located
small groves of native
vegetation for shelter, shade
and biodiversity benefits

Recreational open space
Maintain light grazing and
weed control to clear areas
and maintain open space
Consider managing some
smaller areas to prevent blow
outs and enhance associated
ecosystems
Contain major gorse
infestation and gradually
convert to low native forest
Ongoing protection and low
impact recreational use
Ongoing weed control and
enhancement of native
vegetation.

Planting and other
management to integrate the
edge of the roadway with the
park
Provide viewshafts into the
park from the roadway
Provide well planned planting
and management of existing
vegetation to screen the
motorway from park users
Natural structures, e.g.
berms, to manage roadway
runoff
Landfill soils suitable for
access point and more
intensive recreational use
Development of a northern
entrance.
Restoration of central wet
area incorporated within this
zone
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Zone

Location

Southern
events &
facilities

·

Paekakariki main
entrance and
motorcamp area

Features
area
· Predominantly recent
dune soils that are a
continuation of the
dune protection zone.
· Contains existing
roads, facilities and
motorcamp
· Small area of higher
fertility soil between
the end of Tilley Road
and Wainui Stream.

Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan

Best use / development
·

Ongoing use for established
facilities and low impact
events taking account of more
erodible soils of recent
dunes.Possible local
community use of small area
of higher fertility soils as a
community garden.
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4. Action Plan
The section below sets out the key activities that will help to bring about sustainable land
management in QEP. They also assist in meeting the objectives for this plan set out in section 1.2.
Each activity area is likely to take place in a number of different management zones and help
sustain a range of the natural resources in the park. For instance, restoration planting will be
ongoing across a range of management zones and contribute to the enhancement of waterways,
soil conservation and landscape resources.
Areas of work are specified in relation to one of the natural resources in the park, such as soil or
biodiversity. Specific tasks relating to these work areas are listed below An action plan map and
summary are provided in Appendix 14. Priorities for different actions are also given a priority from
1 (high priority) – 3 (low priority).

4.1 Soil Conservation
Queen Elizabeth Park is generally well managed from a soil conservation viewpoint. Areas of
exposed or eroding sand are minor within the park area. Actions related to soil conservation will
generally involve maintaining the current quality of management. Some additional retirement and
planting will assist in long term soil conservation.
Dune protection
The coastal dune areas are already retired and have good vegetation cover in a range of native
coastal species, as well as some exotic and native weeds. On-going attention to the management
of this area will involve keeping stock out and maintaining low impact recreational use. Continuing
to enhance the establishment of long term coastal native vegetation cover is important.
Duneland pasture management
Current pasture management is effectively maintaining a strong cover over the inland dune
systems with only minor areas of exposed sand. Management needs to continue to ensure that
good pasture management is practiced and overgrazing avoided. The current grazing lease sets
maximum stock unit levels. These appear appropriate – but still require good quality pasture
management.
Southern areas of the park within the “extensive grazing” management zone contain relatively
recent soils with low levels of soil development, thin topsoil and steeper slopes in some areas.
These latter areas are particularly vulnerable to “blow outs” if grazed heavily.
Pasture renewal and promoting the introduction of subterranean clover species may assist long
term pasture health and cover.Section 4.6.1 has specific recommendations relating to this.
Managed regeneration
Gorse has established on a large portion of the dunes in the grazed south eastern area of the park.
Poorer soils in this area, and greater susceptibility to erosion,mean that long term management of
these soils in pasture is not appropriate. It is proposed that the gorse covered area be managed to
regenerate it back to native species. There is no nearby native seed source, so management of
regeneration will be required to avoid the area remaining as a long term weed problem. Tasks will
include:
·
·
·

Containment of gorse within this area, along with controlling any gorse occurring outside the
area.
Control of gorse to assist staged regeneration and planting of native species.
Planting and seeding of indigenous seral species
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·

Patch and line clearance / mulching of gorse and ground spraying to provide increased
opportunity for native planting and regeneration.

Retirement of these areas will be gradual, so that experience can demonstrate the most effective
approaches. If resources permit, more widespread gorse control and planting would speed the
establishment of native vegetation.
Summary of managed regeneration actions
Actions
· Managed regeneration

Area Name

Ha

MR1

4.1

MR2

16.0

Priority
2
1

Grove restoration planting
Fencing and planting of small groves of native seral species, particularly kanuka, is proposed on
short steep dune faces throughout the stable inland dunes of the mid and north park. These are
likely to be small areas of less than 1000m2 and will be carefully located in areas such as steeper
paddock corners. Their establishment will assist soil protection on these small steeper areas, as
well as providing stock shade,shelter and biodiversity benefits. In some situations remnant
individual or clumps of kanuka are present and should be fenced as part of these groves.
Restoration planting
Restoration planting areas are already present and work is ongoing in conjunction with the
kahikatea forest remnant. Restoration planting is also proposed on a steep dune face at the south
of the park. Planting of this area will permanently stabilise soils. In the case of south western area
it may also allow for more active recreational use, in the future, e.g. mountain bike tracks. A
summary of restoration plantings is provided in section 4.3.1

4.2 Waterway management
Establishing a clear waterway and wetland framework within the low lying eastern areas of the park
is a major part of this action plan. It is proposed to develop a strong framework of restored
waterways and wetlands within the Whareroa catchment. This will build on and expand existing
work. This will involve fencing and excluding stock from the major waterways and drain areas,
where this has not already been done.
Wainui Stream is also a valuable waterway with well vegetated lower reaches and high fish values.
It will require ongoing management.

4.2.1 Main Whareroa stream network
Lower
Stock are currently excluded from this area and there is a wide riparian area around the stream.
Much of this section (see R5,6 and 7 in Appendix 14) is heavily overgrown with weeds, particularly
blackberry and some willow. Ongoing weed control and establishment of native riparian vegetation
should occur in this area. This would greatly increase its biodiversity value and is likely to also
increase its ability to carry peak water flows.
Upper
This area is fenced and stock are excluded. Much of this section (see R8 in Appendix 14)of the
stream runs north –south so is difficult to shade with low growing riparian vegetation. Problem
growths of exotic water weeds has occurred and the stream has required clearing.
It is proposed to undertake more planting of taller growing tree species in this area that will
Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan
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eventually form a larger canopy and shade the waterway. The establishment of larger areas of
restoration planting in the middle of this reach (RP2 in Appendix 14) will assist this.
A temporary approach to increasing shading of this waterway, would involve installing occasional
vertical shade cloth running perpendicular to the stream direction. This would be removed once
taller vegetation was established.
The short waterway running from a major area of springs should be fenced and riparian planting
undertaken (see R9 in Action Plan, Appendix 14). The spring field should also be protected as part
of the wetland network – see below.
Riparian planting should be designed to allow ongoing excavator access to one side, in case
clearing of problem weed growth is required. Where possible this can be achieved by planting
taller species on the northern side and leaving access, or the ability, to reach over lower growing
species on the south side.
Waterfall stream
This branch of Whareroa Stream that enters the park at Lynch’s crossing should have riparian
vegetation established, at least on the north side. Some sections of this waterway, near the cattle
yards, already have stock excluded. Control of blackberry and other weeds will be required in
some areas prior to planting.
Establishment of riparian planting should be planned so as to maintain the ability to clear the
waterway with an excavator if required.
Drains
Major drains in the north eastern park should be fenced to exclude stock and riparian wetland
vegetation established. It is proposed to set fences back from the drains sufficiently to allow a strip
of taller riparian vegetation to establish. A wide machine access strip should be left adjacent to
one side of the drain (see concept drawing below). This will allow clearance of the drain if
necessary. It will also allow the development of a walkway / cycleway network, along the drain,
that reduces conflict between recreational users and the farming operation. Planting of larger
species on the outer edge of this area will allow eventual canopy cover over the drain. Planting
should include occasional areas of lower planting to protect more expansive views..

Existing drain showing natural growth of native ferns and other plants when stock are excluded.
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Concept drawing of drain wetlands with recreational access and access for an excavator to clean the drain if
necessary.

The shape of the drains could also be modified to improve their value to wildlife. Using a more V
shaped drain, and/or possibly creating a shallower terrace at just below the usual water level will
provide habitat for wading birds.
The drains should essentially be managed as long thin wetlands that provide farm drainage to key
areas, but also give biodiversity, recreational and landscape benefit.

4.2.2 Wainui Stream
This waterway has high fishery values and is well vegetated in its lower reaches that pass through
QEP. Continued planting and maintenance of native vegetation along the riparian areas will be
important. Opportunities should also be extend waterway protection and planting upstream from
the current QEP boundary in order to enhance this important waterway.
Summary of riparian protection actions
Actions

Area Name

Area
(Ha)

Fence
Number

·

·
·

·

Manage drains as thin
wetlands

Riparian fencing and
planting
Riparian weed control
and planting
Additional riparian
planting

R1
R2

0.8
1.0

R4

0.4

R11

0.3

R3
R9
R5
R6
R7
R8
R10

0.9
0.7
3.1
5.4
2.9
3.7
1.6
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F3
F4
F7,F8
(part)
F5,F6
(part)
F17
F12
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Priority
length
(m)*
850
858

2
2

300

2

200

3

310
124

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
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4.2.2 Wetland restoration
It is proposed to restore a number of major wetland areas.
Northern wetlands
The wet peat basins in the north east of the park could be restored as wetlands linked to the main
drain network. This will provide a sequence of restored habitat for aquatic and terrestrial wildlife.
The most immediate threat to these naturally low fertility wetland areas is the proliferation of gorse.
An intensive regime of gorse control would be required, followed by fencing to exclude stock and
establishment of manuka and other wetland species.
Small dune wetlands
Two areas are identified in the northern inland dunes that are suitable for fencing and restoration.
These are the old effluent ponds north of the dairy shed, and the small wetland south of the dairy
shed area.
Mid wetlands
Smaller wetland restoration areas are proposed for an area at the lower end of the main northern
drain and around Waterfall Stream.
Mackays crossing wetlands
A series of wetland restoration projects are already underway south of Mackays crossing. Major
additional wetland restoration is proposed immediately north of MacKays Crossing. This area
contains areas of peat dominated soils and also leads into a spring field. There is little evidence of
gorse in this area so restoration will be more straightforward than the northern areas. The area is
currently dominated by rushes. Exclusion of stock, ongoing weed control and some supplementary
planting will be required.
Summary of wetland restoration actions
Actions

Area
Name

Ha

Fence
Number

·

Northern peat wetlands

·

Small dune wetlands

·

Mid streamside and drain
wetlands

·

Mackay’s Crossing spring
field and wetlands

WR1
WR2
WR8
WR9

20.9
1.0
0.6
0.7

WR3

3.7

WR4
WR7
WR5
WR6

1.4
2.0
12.9
6.5

F5,F6
F1,F2

F7,F8
(part)
F9
F10

Priority
Length
(m)*
1680
980

790
190
390

3
1
2
2
2
3
2
1
1

4.3 Biodiversity protection and development
4.3.1 Corridors and linkages
Queen Elizabeth Park offers outstanding opportunities to create continuous corridors of habitat
from the coast and dunes, across coastal wetlands and low altitude streams to kohekohe forest in
Whareroa Farm and north to the Mataihuka escarpment area. Behind these areas there is almost
continuous linkage to Maugakotukutuku, Akatarawa and Tararua forests.
The proposed network of restoration, riparian and wetland restoration planting creates an almost
continuous network of linked habitat through the flat eastern parts of the park. This network
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partially restores the original network of inland lakes and wetlands that would have provided food
sources and transport links for Maori.
Establishment of small groves of native species within the farm landscape helps provide a more
“porous” and linked landscape for birds and other wildlife.
The restoration of a riparian and wetland network along waterways and drains flowing into the
Whareroa Stream provides corridors from the coast to forest remnants on Matai huka, Whareroa
Farm and beyond.
The diversity of rich habitat that can be provided across this park, from coastal scrub, to podocarp
forest, to wetlands and coastal forest provides opportunity for very high future biodiversity values
4.3.2 Restoration planting
Considerable areas of existing restoration planting are present and further are planned in relation
to the kahikatea remnant and associated wetland restoration areas (Boffa Miskell 2010). A number
of new restoration planting areas are proposed to provide an opportunity to restore a full sequence
of vegetation. These include an area of lowland forest on flats adjacent to the Whareroa Stream,
seral kanuka and other species on some dune faces in the southern end of the park, and small
groves of seral species through grazed inland dunes and adjacent to the northern wetland.
As identified in section 4.2 major areas of riparian and wetland restoration planting are also
proposed.
Summary of restoration planting actions
Actions

Area
Name

Ha

Fence
Number

·

Restoration planting

RP1
RP2
RP3
RP4
RP5

2.7
1.0
5.2
30.3
6.5

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Priority
Length
(m)*
1
2
3
1
1

4.3.3 Managed regeneration and planting
As identified in section 4.1 managed regeneration with planting and seeding is proposed for the
main gorse areas in the south east.
4.3.4 freshwater ecosystem restoration
Wainui and Whareroa Streams are largely separated from urban areas and relatively undeveloped
compared to many lowland streams. They have high fishery values. The restoration of waterways
and wetlands proposed in this plan will provided linked high quality lowland aquatic habitat,
something that is rare throughout the region.
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Summary of biodiversity enhancement actions
The key new work areas are identified in the table below. Priority and timing are set out in relevant
sections on managed regeneration, riparian planting, wetlands etc
Action
Dune protection
Managed regeneration
Grove planting
Restoration planting
Riparian fencing and
planting
Wetland restoration

Description
· Ongoing protection and enhancement of native dune vegetation
· Managed regeneration, seeding and planting of native species
in southern gorse area.
· Fencing and planting of small groves of native seral and forest
species on inland dunes
· Ongoing protection, enhancement and expansion of core
habitat areas
· Further fencing of drains / waterways and planting / restoration
·

Releasing, weed control and planting

4.4 Landscape
Implementation of a variety of the proposed actions within this sustainable land use plan will
support the landscape values of the park by accentuating and protecting natural patterns. This
includes:
· Developing a clear wetland and waterway framework across the flat eastern areas of the park.
· Maintaining visibility of key landscape features such as the dune ridges
· Fitting groves of native species into the landscape
· Providing careful edge planting adjacent to the highway to screen the roadway but provide view
shafts for those travelling along it.
· General matching of land use to land capability. For example introduction of some cropping on
the most fertile areas through extensive grazing and native scrubland regeneration on the least
productive areas.
Particular attention to visual landscape impacts will be required in visually sensitive areas (see
appendix 11). For example avoiding prominent structures or unnatural planting lines.

4.5 Biosecurity
4.5.1 Weed Control
There has been a concerted effort to control weeds through the coastal dunes and other important
ecological areas, such as the northern wetland. This work has followed the priorities of the Pest
Plant Control Plan 2002-2007 and its update produced, following fieldwork, in 2008. There will
need to be ongoing work to continue to implement this plan and keep key species such as
boneseed and pampas under control.
Over recent years there has been significant expansion in gorse infestation on pasture areas of the
eastern park. This is particularly prominent in the less fertile southern dunes and in the wet peats
of the north eastern park. Expansion of gorse in these areas is considered undesirable for a
number of reasons:
· It fixes nitrogen and will add large amounts of nitrogen to naturally infertile wetland areas,
making it difficult to restore natural vegetation communities in the wetland areas.
· It creates a high fire risk, particularly with the combination of a relatively dry dune climate and
high public use.
· Vigorous growth and dense canopy results in a very long period of gorse cover until native
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·

species, that are different to the natural successions in the area, enter.
It has a strong negative impact on recreational use.

It is proposed to contain gorse within the south eastern dune area, where it is away from most
public use, and work to promote regeneration of this area into native species. A boundary control
area will also needed to be clearboundaries with neighbours.
In all other areas of the park work should target the long term eradication of gorse. A high priority
for gorse control should be on wet peat areas in the north east. Practical and effective control
regimes for this area should be developed. This is likely to involve a combination of mulching to
reduce standing gorse followed by spraying of re-growth.
Blackberry continues to be a problem with restoration plantings. Where blackberry is already
established, control using herbicides may be required for two years prior to planting. This will allow
initial spraying and follow up spray of the subsequent years re-growth.
Summary of weed control actions:
Action
General weed
control
Gorse control

Description
· Ongoing implementation of the pest
plant control plan
· Contain gorse to south eastern
containment area
· Eradicate gorse from all other pasture
areas
· Control gorse in northern wet peat
areas and restore to native vegetation.

Priority
1
1
1
1

4.5.2 Animal Control
Ongoing control of possums and other pest animals will be required in the current bush remnant
areas. There will need to be ongoing attention to the control of hares and rabbits as more areas of
planting are established. The coverage of possum control through bait stations and traps will also
need to be increased into new restoration and regeneration areas as they are established.
Expansion of a network of riparian and wetland habitat through the eastern park provides
opportunity for increased populations of a range of waterfowl and waders including species such
as bittern. It would be useful to consider establishing a network of predator control in conjunction
with these areas as they are established..
Summary of pest animal control actions:
Action
Possum control

Rabbits and hares
Stoats and other
predators

Description
· Continue current possum control
· Expand control to new restoration
areas as they are established
· Continue ongoing control
· Consider
establishing a control
network, particularly once more
wetland and waterway areas are
restored.
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4.6 Farming
QE II Park is a mosaic of soil types and land quality ranging from some areas with severe wetness
limitations to potentially highly productive agricultural soils. Within this mosaic there are
opportunities to modify farm management to allow additional land uses suited to the underlying
land capability. Retirement of some low production, difficult, areas and offsetting this with
increased production on other areas of high quality soils is possible. This could provide a better
balance between biodiversity and agricultural production values. This discussion focuses on the
area north of Whareroa Road.

4.6.1 Livestock policies & land management
Pasture management & livestock
Current livestock policy appears to be well matched to the property. Pasture quality is managed by
strategic purchases and sales of livestock and storing any surplus pasture mainly as silage.
The addition of sheep to the property would result in benefits such as better control of weeds such
as gorse due to closer grazing of pasture and improved matching of pasture production to demand
from grazing and a reduction in the need to conserve surpluses which could ultimately improve
profitability. There has been past concern over the potential problem of dogs worrying sheep and
lambs. There may be ways to manage this through, for example, only running sheep in areas
away from main public access.
There is little evidence of pugging damage despite the prevalence of wet soils. Improvements in
soil fertility (eg pH) and maintenance of phosphate and potassium levels indicate good farm
management practice.
Environmental performance indicators calculated by OVERSEER show a low impact on the
environment. Nitrogen leaching is estimated to be 7kg/ha/yr which is low compared to dairying
which can exceed 40kg/ha/yr. Drainage nitrate is estimated at 1 mg/litre, well below the average
for NZ farms. The risk of phosphate loss through run-off is low.
Paddock subdivision which better matches land type could improve pasture utilisation and
productivity. For example in the north gorse block, current fences follow the dune ridge and the
drain bank. As a result the land within some paddocks graduates from dry sand through some
developed soil to damp peaty soils. Grazing management can never be managed to suit the
production of such a range in soil quality. In this case fencing along the boundary between peaty
soils with wetness limitations (as indicated by the presence of rushes) and the drier soils would
improve the utilisation and productivity of the latter while avoiding the potential for soil damage
from pugging on the wetter area.
Alternative approaches for utilising high quality soils
The soils in the mid-eastern area are highly productive agricultural soils suitable for intensive
agriculture (flat well drained silt loams). This area is denoted as “High Production Agriculture”
zone in Appendix 14. While there is variation within this zone as shown by the soil map in
Appendix 4, a significant portion of the area could sustain alternative enterprises such as vegetable
production. For example, a rotation of early season potatoes and broccoli. Production regimes
involving switching between cropping and periods of pasture could be used to ensure
sustainability. Another approach that would be a suitable within the context of park farm
management could be to carry out a forage cropping regime to increase the quantity and quality of
feed available in the summer when the traditionally the farm is destocked. Occasional cropping,
for example growing an early maturing maize every five to seven years could remove nitrogen
where high levels of available nitrogen are found (see recent soil test) and increase dry matter
production as yields of around 20,000 kgDM/ha could be achieved. However, some development
would be required to improve drainage, level paddocks, remove stumps and re-fence along soil
boundaries. For example the existing patch of pine trees could be removed and fences and drains
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realigned. Careful management of soil and nutrients would be required to maintain soil quality and
reduce nutrient and soil losses. Most importantly this includes avoiding cultivation or grazing when
soil is wet (at or around field capacity), establishing crops using minimum or no cultivation
techniques and adhering to well considered and crop specific nutrient budget. Development of the
high production agriculture zone and retiring more difficult wet and gorse prone zones could
improve the overall productivity, profitability and biodiversity of the farming operation at the park.
A slightly less productive area, identified as “occasional cropping” in the action plan map in
Appendix 14, could be used for occasional forage cropping.
Potential to combine farm operations with Whareroa Farm
Whareroa Farm is adjacent to QEP and is a reserve managed by the Department of Conservation.
It operates in a very similar way to QEP with a farming lease across a farm area used for
recreation. Establishing a shared farming operation across the two properties could have
significant advantages in providing a larger and more commercially viable overall farming
operation. It would also provide greater opportunity for a lessee to utilise a range of stock types
and grow on stock in different areas. For example, undertaking sheep breeding on Whareroa and
fattening lambs on the flats at QEP. A combined farming / lease operation would also allow
sharing of the management effort by GW and DOC. If the farming operation was combined it
would be important to establish a single management responsibility for the lease, to avoid a lessee
having to have multiple lines of reporting.
Summary of farm management actions:
Action
Sheep grazing
Fence re-alignment
Retire low productivity
areas
Cropping
Potential combined
farming operation with
Whareroa Farm

Description
· Provide opportunity for bringing sheep into the farm system.
· Better align fences to LUC boundaries in some areas to allow
more effective management.
· Retire wet peat soils in the north east of park and restore these
areas to wetlands.
· Introduce cropping to best soils
· Work with the Department of Conservation to examine options
and potential benefits from a combined farming operation.

4.6.2 Infrastructure Development
A range of potential enhancements to farm infrastructure would improve farm productivity and
stock grazing management.
Fence maintenance
Some fences are in need or repair or replacement due to corrosion of wire in salt laden air and
movement of soil. Realignment of fences along soil boundaries is suggested to facilitate better
match of grazing management with land capability. This re-fencing should be programmed if
possible so that the fences in greatest need of repair are replaced or realigned first. There is a
need for a clearer asset management approach to long term maintenance and replacement of
fences.
Paddock subdivision
Paddock size was not seen as a specific problem north of Whareroa Rd. This is a function of the
farms previous livestock enterprise being a dairy farm where relatively intensive subdivision was
installed. However, south of Whareroa Rd retirement and new fencing should be located to reduce
paddock size to improve the ease with which stock can be managed to increase grazing pressure
reducing weeds and improving pasture quality.
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Summary of fencing actions
Action
Fence asset
management

Description
· Develop an improved asset management approach to ongoing
maintenance and replacement of fencing.

Stock water reticulation
The water reticulation system is in the early stages of being renewed. The existing pipes are prone
to leaks as the pipe was largely laid on the soil surface and has broken down under UV radiation.
New water lines should be buried to maximise operating life. Realignment of fences, proposed
retirement and proposed development should be taken into account in planning gradual
replacement of the water reticulation system.
As with fencing, an improved asset management approach should be developed to address long
term maintenance and replacement of the water reticulation system.
Summary of stock water actions
Area
All grazed paddocks

Action
Priority
· Gradually replace old and faulty water 1
reticulation system.
1
· Develop an improved asset management
approach to ongoing maintenance and
replacement of water reticulation system.

Irrigation
There is potential for some careful use of irrigation to improve the productivity of operations on high
quality soils in the park. A low impact system of irrigation such as portable aluminium pipes with
sprinklers on upstands or K-line pods could be used to maximise efficiency and minimise wastage.
There would be a need to demonstrate that impacts on ground water and surface water flows could
be avoided. Balancing irrigation water with rainfall and soil moisture holding capacity could ensure
over irrigation is avoided. .

4.6.3 Pasture improvement
Significant pasture renewal occurs on the park at present. In some areas such as in the north and
south gorse blocks this is an ongoing process involving mulching of weeds such as rushes and
gorse. Retiring selected areas will result in focusing the pasture improvement effort on areas
which are more likely to respond and provide a better return on investment in this area.
An aspect of pasture composition which requires some investigation is the reason for low clover
content in the pasture. Lax grazing, low levels of soil phosphate, high nitrogen applications and
low pH are usually behind poor clover content in grazed pastures. However, none of these appear
to be issues at QEII Park. Pastures are grazed to sufficiently low residuals to allow light into the
base of the pasture to encourage clover growth, P and pH levels are sufficient and little N is
applied. Improving the clover content of the pasture will improve quality by lifting protein levels,
improving digestibility and metabolisable energy of the pasture. Productivity is likely to improve
from increased nitrogen fixation. Two further aspects could be investigated in more depth to
isolate the cause for the lack of clover. It is possible that insects such as nematodes and clover
root weevil are challenging the root growth of clover. Also trace elements such as Molybdenum,
Zinc, Copper, Manganese, Iron and Boron in the soil and foliage should be assessed to determine
if levels are sufficient.
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Summary of pasture improvement actions
Location

Actions

All pasture areas

·

Priority

Examine clover levels in pastures and the options to
increase clover composition.

1

4.6.4 Fertility / Nutrient Management
As mentioned previously (2.10) improvements in soil fertility (eg pH) and maintenance of
phosphate and potassium levels indicate a balanced approach to fertiliser application and nutrient
management. This is reflected in low scores on environmental impact indicators such predictions
of N leaching and level of nitrate in the drainage water. However, while general trends are
indicated by comparison of soil tests through time, this assessment lacks rigour as no two tests are
taken from the same location. It is recommended that at least three locations or sample tracks are
identified using gps and or pegs or painted posts, one in each of the three production blocks.
These should be sampled at least every three years or in conjunction with lease arrangements.
This would be a useful benchmark to develop for GWRC against which to measure the
performance of the lessee and park management policies.
An aspect which could also be investigated is the performance of the fertiliser spreader. For
example high variation in potassium (5 to 28) could reflect high variation spread pattern. Fertiliser
spreaders should be SPREADMARK certified and operation checked to ensure they operate within
the bounds of that certification. This will help to ensure that fertilier is spread is even as is possible
with the products and equipment used.
Summary of fertility actions
Paddock Name

Actions

All farm paddocks

·
·

Establish a consistent and repeatable nutrient sampling
regime matched to LUC and management areas.
Investigate fertiliser spreader performance and
opportunities for improvement.

Priority
1
1

4.6.5 Pasture Weeds
Gorse, rushes, blackberry and thistles are the predominant weeds which invade pasture at QEII
Park. Control is costly and time consuming. The current programme appears to be maintaining
but not reducing weed issues. Rationalisation of areas which continued to be farmed will focus
weed control effort on areas which present less of a challenge as they will tend to be drier and
more productive. This should reduce weeds overall at the park provided that effective control of
weeds in the retired areas is maintained during the establishment of indigenous vegetation.
Summary of pasture weed actions
Weed

Actions

Gorse

·
·

Focus weed control on productive areas
Contain gorse in south eastern area

Priority
1
1

4.7 Exotic tree and forest management
There is one small stand of predominantly radiata pine on the central eastern flats. This stand of
trees does not add particularly to landscape or other value and potentially interferes with
agricultural management of some of the best soils on the property. It is proposed that this stand is
harvested when a suitable market is available, and is not re-established.
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Consideration was given to establishing small woodlot areas in the grazed dunes, particularly the
southern lower fertility dunes where gorse has become a problem. However, it was considered
that the size and colour of large exotic trees on this dune landscape would be inappropriate.
Establishment of permanent indigenous vegetation on poorer areas and retaining grazing on easier
slopes and better soils was seen as a better match.
A number of large old macrocarpa and eucalypt trees are present in the park. These are an
important historical reference to early farm management and form attractive local landscape
features. These trees should be retained.

4.8 Recreation
Many of the actions proposed for land management or biodiversity purposes provide significant
benefit to recreational use of the park. This includes:
· Greater diversity and interest in the park landscape increasing the diversity of recreation
settings
· Greater biodiversity increasing interest from sightings of birds and other fauna etc present
· Enhanced recreational linkages through the farmed landscape following a network of riparian
and wetland areas
· Increased shelter and shade
· Potential for future development of more active recreation such as technical mountain bike
trails in south eastern areas of permanent native vegetation.
Summary of recreation actions
Action
·
·
·

Increase diversity of settings, seclusion etc in the landscape for recreational
users through planting and indigenous forest reversion.
Enhanced recreational linkages separated from farming operations,
particularly along the wetland framework in the northern farm area.
Examine potential for greater public education on farming and land use
practices

Priority
1
1
2

4.9 Carbon
Areas of native forest planting, whether restoration plantings, riparian areas or wetlands are
potentially eligible for earning carbon credits under the Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS). In order
to qualify areas need to be over 1 hectare in areas and not have been forest in 1989. Areas can
be entered into the ETS to earn carbon credits once they have sufficient seedlings of tree species
(species that will grow over 5m at the location) to provide 30% or more canopy cover. The areas
proposed for retirement to forest could provide some, though not a major carbon income. Carbon
credits generated since 2008 must be registered into the ETS by the end of 2012 if they are to be
claimed. If they are not registered they will not be able to be claimed after March 2013.
Carbon credits generated belong to the land owner. Greater Wellington Regional Council will need
to examine the nature of its ownership rights to the park, and if it has ownership of these potential
credits, also consider them in relation to its wider strategic approach to carbon farming across the
regional parks network.
An important guiding principle could be to use money from the sale of carbon credits to fund further
retirement and restoration activites. These activities involve significant costs, such as for fencing
and planting. Establishing new forest areas will generate additional carbon credits, offsetting risks
from the sale of previous credits
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Summary of carbon actions
Action
Decide on GW Parks strategy for registering forest carbon credits and
approach to sales & risk etc.
Register forest areas and accumulate carbon credits in accordance
with final GW policy. Existing credits generated since 2008 must be
registered by the end of 2012.

Priority
1
1

4.10 Cultural & Historic
Management of the high cultural and historic values present at Queen Elizabeth Park will continue
to be an important aspect of land management.
The sustainable land use actions set out in this plan should enhance the cultural and historic
values in a number of ways. Identification of the land pattern associated with development of the
WW2 marine camps and matching this to ongoing use for events and facilities helps support its
historic identity. Restoration of networks of waterways and wetlands will provide an opportunity to
partially re-create early Maori pathways and cultural resources.
Wherever specific planting or other restoration projects are undertaken consideration will need to
be given to any adverse impacts on historic and cultural values.
Summary of actions
Action
· Consideration of cultural and heritage features in restoration and
agricultural development projects
· Ongoing interpretation of cultural and historic values

Priority
1
2

4.11 Ongoing Maintenance
Depending on the final mix of plantings established, a range of maintenance will be required.
Without this maintenance work the plantings will not be successfully established or fill their role
under the objectives of this plan. Key maintenance works are likely to include:
·

Releasing from weed competition: Without releasing new plantings may be quickly smothered
by weeds and not establish successfully. Releasing should be undertaken while weeds are still
relatively short (e.g. less than 10cm) and may be required twice in the first year. Releasing
near waterways should be undertaken using waterway-safe herbicides.

·

Fences: Regular checking and maintenance of fences to ensure they are stock proof is
essential. Entry of stock to planted areas for even a short time can lead to serious damage.

·

Maintenance of stock water:
maintenance.

Water reticulation systems needs regular checking and

Ongoing maintenance and replacement of farm infrastructure (fences, stock water reticulation,
buildings etc) needs to be consistently managed within an asset management system to avoid
major fluctuations in performance and cost.
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4.12 Monitoring
There is a variety of existing monitoring in the park. Building on this existing monitoring and
establishing additional simple monitoring at the start of plan implementation would demonstrate
what has been achieved by a coordinated approach to sustainable land use. Initial monitoring
could include the following.
Photo points: Taking photos at the same location at regular (e.g. annual) intervals shows the
development and change as waterway and other plantings are established. It is important to take
the first photo before any work is undertaken, to show the full magnitude of the change that occurs.
Water quality monitoring: relatively simple monitoring of stream quality can be undertaken.
Monitoring points could be established in the park. to monitor a range of parameters such as
turbidity and macro-invertebrate populations.
Forest condition monitoring: FORMAK (Forest Monitoring & Assessment Kit), or other techniques,
could be used to monitor change in managed regeneration areas. This monitoring will need to be
carefully designed to ensure it effectively measures transition to forest status under the ETS.
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5. Work Programme
This sustainable land use plan identifies an extensive range of work tasks. The speed with which
these tasks are completed will largely depend on funding. The sustainable land use plan provides
a basis for long term land management and it is expected that implementation could take at least
10-15 years.
The action plan summary table in Appendix 14 identifies task priority and a possible schedule of
actions. The broad costing for actions is also outlined in this table from the 2012 Queen Elizabeth
Park Farming Review...
An annual programme of work will need to be prepared from the action plan, taking account of the
relative priority of various actions together with financial and other constraints. The action plan
map in Appendix 14 includes a table of tasks, along with their priority and other parameters. This
should be used to review planned tasks and develop an annual work programme. The annual
work programme can consist of a simple table of action areas, actions to be completed, and
budget.
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Appendix 1: Catchments & Waterways Map
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Appendix 2: Leases Map
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Appendix 3: Paddocks & Fences Map
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Appendix 4: Soil Map
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Appendix 5: Land Use Capability Map & Summary Table
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Description

22.3

Imperfectly drained dune flat

18.5

Former building site

Str. rolling-mod. steep stable dune
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166.2

35.6
130.5

Rolling stable dune

Less Productive Dune Ridges

5s5
6e5
Total

4.2
23.1

Undrainable swamp & pond
Total

18.8

Drainable swamp

Productive Dune Ridges

6w1
7w1

223.2

11.5

Excessively draining dune flat
Total

16.5

Former parade ground and playing field

5.0

149.4

122.1

27.3

2.0

0.2

1.9

185.1

13.6

10.2

13.0

65.9

5.6
68.7

23.7

10.9

28.8
28.1

42.7

66.8

14.4

43.8

8.5

45.3

Semi-drained swamp

Semi-drained alluvium

Free-draining dune flat

Unproductive Flats

4e4
4e4 +
3w3
4w1
4w1 +
4e4
4w3
5s
6s4
6s8

79.0

45.0

Drained swamp
Total

11.7

ha

ha

Drained alluvium

Less Productive Flats

3w1
3w2
3w3

Productive Flats

LUC
Code

Current
Land Area
(Grazed)

Current
Land Area
(Whole
Park)

25-7-12

34%

28%

6%

0%

0%

0%

42%

3%

2%

3%

15%

1%

5%

2%

10%

15%

3%

10%

2%

%

Current
Land Area
(Grazed)
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7200

7200

0

5200

5300

4100

5900

7700

7100

7700

7450

6500

8400

10300

10300

kgDM/ha/yr

Pasture
Growth*

1075681

879075

196606

9748

0

9748

1275356

71869

42013

76952

507734

35569

182820

81142

277258

660512

121237

451497

87778

kgDM/yr

Total
Production

1434

1172

262

13

0

13

1700

96

56

103

677

47

244

108

370

881

162

602

117

SU

Stock Units @
750
kgDM/SU/yr**

10

10

0

7

7

5

8

10

9

10

10

9

11

14

14

SU

Carrying
Capacity

34%

28%

6%

0%

0%

0%

40%

2%

1%

2%

16%

1%

6%

3%

9%

21%

4%

14%

3%

% of Total
Production

Unstable dune (inland)

668.5

Grand Total

37.2
138.9

Coastal foredune
Total

101.6

Recently unstable dune (coastal)

38.2

441.9

11.7

0.0

11.7

26.9

Current
Land Area
(Grazed)

100%

3%

3%

6%

Current
Land Area
(Grazed)

-

1900

5600

Pasture
Growth*

3194193

22276

22276

150620

Total
Production

4259

30

30

201

Stock Units @
750
kgDM/SU/yr**
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3

7

Carrying
Capacity

*Stock units and Dry matter production figures are from D. Hicks unpublished (2005) Revised pasture production spreadsheets for Greater Wellington Region
** 750kg/DM/Stock units are from Barlow, N.D. 1985: Value of sheep pasture, and the relationship between pasture production and stocking rate. N.Z. Jour. Exp. Agr. v13, pp5-12

7e3
8e1

Unproductive Dune Ridges

6e

Current
Land Area
(Whole
Park)

100%

1%

1%

5%

% of Total
Production

Appendix 6 Pasture Production Map
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Appendix 7: Biodiversity & Woody Vegetation Map
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Appendix 8: Archaeological & Historic Sites
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Appendix 9: External Infrastructure Map
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Appendix 10: Internal Roads and Tracks Map
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Appendix 11: Landscape Sensitivity Map
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Appendix 12: Ecological Corridors Map
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Appendix 13: Management Zones Map
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Appendix 14: Action Plan Map
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Planting

Managed

weed control

management

wetland areas prior to their

Control of weeds in proposed

budget

Current restoration planting

budget

Current restoration planting

budget

Current restoration planting

Being developed for grazing

Notes

Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan

Future wetland

Weed

biodiversity areas

improve core

Maintain &

Planting

restoration

wetland

framework

Riparian

Waterway /

regeneration

Task

Priority 1: Type

Priority 1: Actions and costs

Action Plan Activities by Priority

WR3

WR1,

RP5

RP4

RP1

R9

R3

MRP2

Area
name
(Fig 1)

24.6

6.5

30.3

2.7

0.7

0.9

16.0

Ha

25-7-12

Fence
No (Fig
1)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Priority

Page 53

Fence /
track
(m)

These tables are provided from the Queen Elizabeth Park Farming Review (June 2012).

Appendix 15: Action Plan Activities and Budget Estimates

$500

$12,950

$12,950

100

$1,750

$1,750

Cost/ha
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/m
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/ha
($)

Annual maintenance

Capital

Cost/m
($)

restoration

wetland

R&M from western north

Repairs and

maintenance

Farm

maintenance

Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan

value per annum

alternatively assets and 10% of

farm used ($21,000). Or

island sheep & beef monitor

Existing restoration budget

Beside track to Waterfall Rd

be developed as part of landfill

wetland framework now. Will

Very narrow strip as part of

restoration

Notes

Dune protection

framework

wetland

Waterway /

Fencing

Wetland

Waterway /

framework

Task

Priority 1: Type

12.9
6.5

WR6

1.0

Ha

WR5

WR2

Area
name
(Fig 1)

580

F15

25-7-12

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Priority
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306

585

F14

F17

166

124

Fence /
track
(m)

F13

F12

Fence
No (Fig
1)

$2,690

$2,690

$6,475

$16

$16

$16

$16

$16

$21,000

$450

$450

$875

Cost/ha
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/m
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/ha
($)

Annual maintenance

Capital

$0.80

$0.80

$0.80

$0.80

$0.80

Cost/m
($)

Direct drilling of

native seeds

trial

Maintain &

improve core

biodiversity areas

for 3 to 4 years

Programme expected to run

Notes

Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan

Task

Priority 1: Type

Area
name
(Fig 1)

Ha

25-7-12

Fence
No (Fig
1)

1

Priority

Page 55

Fence /
track
(m)

$15,000

Cost/ha
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/m
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/ha
($)

Annual maintenance

Capital

Cost/m
($)

Planting

Managed

walkway /

cycleway

Riparian

wetland

framework

Waterway /

Whar
ero
Strea

way in middle, so

excavator can

straddle it.

R1

m

-

r Ave

Popla

MRP1

GRP

ex

Area
name
(Fig
1)

equivalent cycle

track with lime or

4m wide access

budget

restoration

Existing

agriculture EA.

extensive

area returned to

MRP. Western

native, becomes

and restored to

GRP fenced out

Northern area of

Notes

Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan

Integrated

Waterway /

regeneration

Task

Priority 2:
Type

Priority 2: Actions and costs

0.8

4.1

3.8

Ha

Fence No
(Fig 1)

2428

Fence /
track (m)

25-7-12

2

2

2

2

Priority
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$12,950

$6,475

$22

$1,750

$875

Cost/ha
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/m
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/ha
($)

Annual maintenance

Capital

$0.14

Cost/m
($)

R8

R7

R6

3.7

2.9

5.4

3.1

0.4

R4
R5

1.0

1.6

Ha

R2

R10

Area
name
(Fig
1)

Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan

budget

retired area /

In currently

budget

retired area /

In currently

budget

retired area /

In currently

budget

retired area /

In currently

budget

retired area /

In currently

restoration

wetland

framework

Notes

Task

Priority 2:
Type

Fence No
(Fig 1)

Fence /
track (m)

25-7-12

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Priority
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$12,950

$12,950

$12,950

$1,750

$1,750

$1,750

Cost/ha
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/m
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/ha
($)

Annual maintenance

Capital
Cost/m
($)

walkway /

cycleway

Integrated

walkway /

cycleway

Wetland

wetland

framework

Waterway /

wetland

framework

Waterway /

kariki

excavator can

m to
Whar
eroa

way in middle, so

excavator can

straddle it.

WR3

Rd

Strea

eroa

equivalent cycle

track with lime or

4m wide access

Whar

Paeka

way in middle, so

straddle it.

Rd to

eroa

Whar

equivalent cycle

track with lime or

4m wide access

short term

to be retired in

paddock unlikely

RP2

Area
name
(Fig
1)

Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan

Integrated

Waterway /

Area manually

areas

adjusted as

planting budget.

biodiversity

Current

restoration

Planting

Maintain &

Notes

improve core

Task

Priority 2:
Type

3.7

1.0

Ha

Fence No
(Fig 1)

1473

1716

Fence /
track (m)

25-7-12

2

2

2

2

Priority
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$6,475

$22

$22

$875

Cost/ha
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/m
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/ha
($)

Annual maintenance

Capital

$0.14

$0.14

Cost/m
($)

2

Priority

853
858
554
533
191
394

F3
F4
F7
F8
F9
F10

100

187

489

F2

F11

488

F1

25-7-12

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Fence /
track (m)

WR8

Fence No
(Fig 1)

2
0.6

2.0

Ha

WR7

WR7

Area
name
(Fig
1)

Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan

in corner of

per year. Fenced

each. 2 patches

average 0.25 ha

through the area,

established

stable dunes

Assume total of

20 patches

Fencing

need for fence

Need to check

Notes

restoration on

Patch

Fencing

restoration

wetland

framework

Task

Priority 2:
Type
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$6,475

$6,475

$6,475

$16

$16

$16

$16

$16

$16

$16

$16

$16

$16

$875

$875

$875

Cost/ha
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/m
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/ha
($)

Annual maintenance

Capital

$0.80

$0.80

$0.80

$0.80

$0.80

$0.80

$0.80

$0.80

$0.80

$0.80

Cost/m
($)

and

better soils

new gates

entrance

area

entrance

Area
name
(Fig
1)

Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan

interpretation,

Develop

Carpark, toilets,

Lessee expense

Northern

cultivation

Levelling

Fencing

Cropping on

regeneration

Managed

per year

each. 2 patches

average 0.25 ha

through the area,

established

stable dunes

Assume total of

20 patches

Planting

Patch

patch

100m fence /

paddock, so

Notes

restoration on

Task

Priority 2:
Type

F16

5

0.2

Ha

Fence No
(Fig 1)

604

Fence /
track (m)

25-7-12

2

2

2

2

Priority
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$25,000

$16

$1,750

Cost/ha
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/m
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/ha
($)

Annual maintenance

Capital

$0.80

Cost/m
($)

restoration

wetland

budget

Maintain

gorse control

Wetland

restoration

areas

Waterway /

wetland

WR4

WR1

RP3

R11

Area
name
(Fig 1)

Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan

upgrade.

with highway

conjunction

Develop in

in place

development

once highway

development

out

native. Sort

encourage

and

planting

biodiversity

framework

restoration

Current

Notes

improve core

Maintain &

Planting

Riparian

Waterway /

framework

Task

Priority 3:
Type

Priority 3: Actions and costs

1.4

20.9

5.2

0.3

Ha

Fence No
(Fig 1)

Fence /
track (m)

25-7-12

3

3

3

3

Priority
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$6,475

$6,475

$12,950

$875

$875

$1,750

Cost/ha
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/m
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/ha
($)

Annual maintenance

Capital

Cost/m
($)

Fencing

Waterway /

pay

Assume NZTA

Notes

Area
name
(Fig 1)

Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan

framework

wetland

Task

Priority 3:
Type

Ha

F6

F5

Fence No
(Fig 1)

774

914

Fence /
track (m)

25-7-12

3

3

Priority
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$16

$16

Cost/ha
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/m
($)

Project
Cost ($)

Cost/ha
($)

Annual maintenance

Capital

$0.80

$0.80

Cost/m
($)

Spot control of gorse and other problem weeds throughout planting areas after

Applies to relatively weed free wetland areas. As for riparian planting, but assume

Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan
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area. Also targeted weed control @ $100/ha.

$2,690

Assume release spray 2nd and 3rd summer after planting at $0.50 per plant

planting

Establishment

$875

Maintenance

regenerates

As for riparian planting, but assume only need to plant half as the remainder

Assume release spray 2nd and 3rd summer after planting at $0.50 per plant

As per GW staff estimate.

Assume 20 yr life. 5% maintenance cost / yr

patch and scattered planting and seeding only. Amounting to planting of 20% of

managed

$6,475

$1,750

Maintenance

Establishment

$25,000

Establishment

$0.80

Maintenance

regeneration

Wetland

Wetland planting

Riparian planting

$16

Construction

8 wire fence on easy country

$50

Fencing

Maintenance

$100/ha maintenance from year 4 until planted

only treatment of half the area, or $300/ha over whole area.

Assume annual re-spray for year 2 & 3 using helicopter and or ground spray, but

Assume aerial spray of gorse at $500/ha

Notes

plants are fully established (following year 3). Ongoing cost of $50/ha.

weed

$/m

control

Maintenance

planting

$100

Maintenance yr 4 -

$500

$/ha

$300

Project cost $

Maintenance yr 2-3

Initial control

Pro active wetland

weed control

Sub item

Item

Cost assumptions for all activities

/

Capital

of

Seed
$15,000 pa

Queen Elizabeth Park Sustainable Land Use Plan

native seed trial

drilling

Maintenance

Maintenance

Construction

Maintenance

Construction

Maintenance

Establishment

$875

$6,475

$1,750

Maintenance

$450

$/ha

$25,000

$21,000

Project cost $

Establishment

Maintenance

Sub item

Farm maintenance

Northern entrance

/ walkway

Commuter cycleway

planting

regeneration

Managed

Patch planting

Item

$0.14

$22

$/m

25-7-12
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Trial to run for three to four years.

of this will be met by lessee.

R&M from western north island sheep & beef monitor farm used ($21,000). Some

QLDC track maintenance costs excluding inspections and major slips and washouts.

Wanaka – Glendhu Bay Track

Based on QLDC costs for design and formation of the latest 7km section of the

planting over half the area, as for wetlands.

Assume $100 per hectare for follow up spot weed control prior to planting. Assume

As for riparian planting

As for riparian planting

ongoing $100/ha for targeted weed control.

Assume release spray 2nd and 3rd summer after planting at $0.50 per plant. Also

Notes

